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CONNECTED FAIR DETACHMENTS OF HYPERGRAPHS
AMIN BAHMANIAN
Abstract. Let G be a hypergraph whose edges are colored. An pα, nq-detachment of G is
a hypergraph obtained by splitting a vertex α into n vertices, say α1, . . . , αn, and sharing
the incident hinges and edges among the subvertices. A detachment is fair if the degree
of vertices and multiplicity of edges are shared as evenly as possible among the subvertices
within the whole hypergraph as well as within each color class. In this paper we solve
an open problem from 70s by finding necessary and sufficient conditions under which a
k-edge-colored hypergraph G has a fair detachment in which each color class is connected.
Previously, this was not even known for the case when G is an arbitrary graph (i.e. 2-uniform
hypergraph). We exhibit the usefulness of our theorem by proving a variety of new results
on hypergraph decompositions, and completing partial regular combinatorial structures.
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1. Introduction and Statement of Main Result
All hypergraphs under consideration are finite. We allow edges to occur multiple times,
and we also allow each vertex to have multiple occurrences within an edge. In other words,
the edge set and every element of the edge set is a multiset. By an edge of the form
tum11 , . . . , umss u, we mean an edge in which vertex ui occurs mi times for 1 ď i ď s.
Let n be a positive integer. Given a hypergraph H :“ pV,Eq and a vertex α of H, we
obtain a hypergraph F on |V | ` n´ 1 vertices and |E| edges in the following way.
(i) Replace α in G by n new vertices α1, . . . , αn in F ;
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(ii) Replace each edge tαpuYU in G by an edge tαp11 , . . . , αpnn uYU in F , where p ě 1, α R
U Ă V and p1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` pn “ p.
(iii) Leave the remaining vertices and edges of G intact and add them to F .
The resulting hypergraph F is called an pα, nq-detachment of G, and G is an amalgamation
of F (Amalgamation here is different from that of Nesˇetrˇil [34]). It is clear that F is in
general far from being uniquely determined.
There are two active and somewhat independent lines of research on detachments of (hy-
per)graphs. In the first line of research which was initiated by Nash-Williams [29, 30, 31, 32,
33], an arbitrary graph is given, the aim is to find conditions under which the detachment
maintains certain structural properties such as edge-connectivity properties or the detached
vertices have prescribed degrees. This area has connections with submodular functions, com-
binatorial optimization and matroid theory [15, 18, 26, 28]. For an overview of this line of
work together with several other related results on variations of “splitting off” operations,
we refer the reader to [19].
In the second line of research which was initiated by Hilton [21], a specific graph (typically
an amalgamation of a complete multigraph, possibly multipartite) is given whose edges
are colored. The aim is to find conditions under which the detachment satisfies various
global fairness properties (such as degree and multiplicity conditions) as well as fairness
properties within each color. For a recent survey, we refer the reader to [10]. This approach
is quite powerful in solving problems in two particular areas: graph decompositions, and
completing partial combinatorial structures such as latin squares, edge-colored graphs, etc.
[1, 2, 17, 21, 22, 23, 25, 27, 35].
The results of the first line of work are typically interesting from a pure mathematical point
of view, while the second line of research is more appealing to those with an applied view-
point. The goal of this paper is to study detachments by combining these two approaches.
Unlike most results in the literature where the focus is graphs, here we work with arbitrary
hypergraphs whose edges are colored. Our goal is to find a detachment ensuring connectivity
of each color class is maintained and at the same time several fairness properties are satisfied
in the resulting hypergraph as a whole as well as within each color class.
In order to state our main result, we need a few pieces of notation. More precise definitions
are provided in Section 2.
Here x « y means tyu ď x ď rys. For a hypergraph G :“ pV,Eq whose edges are colored
with k colors (the set of colors is always rks :“ t1, . . . , ku), cpGq is the number of components
of G; for j P rks, Gpjq is the color class j of G; for α P V , degGpαq is the total number of
occurrences of α among all edges of E; ωαpGq is the number of “pieces” of G after removal
of the vertex α P V ; and for t ě 0, U,X Ă V , multGpαt, Xq and multGpU,Xq are the number
of repetitions of tαtu Y X and U Y X in E, respectively. Finally, G is called α-simple if
multGpα2, Xq “ 0 for every X Ă V .
Here is our main result.
Theorem 1.1. Let k and n be positive integers. Let H :“ pV,Eq be a hypergraph whose
edges are colored with k colors, and let α P V such that
multHpαt, Y q “ 0 for each t ą n and each Y Ď V.
Then there exists an pα, nq-detachment F of H such that F is α-simple and the following
conditions hold.
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(F1) For each i P rns,
degFpαiq « degHpαqn ;
(F2) For each i P rns and each j P rks,
degFpjqpαiq «
degHpjqpαq
n
;
(F3) For each U Ď tα1, . . . , αnu and each X Ď V ztα1, . . . , αnu,
multFpU,Xq « multHpα
|U |, Xq`
n
|U |
˘ ;
(F4) For each U Ď tα1, . . . , αnu, each X Ď V ztα1, . . . , αnu, and each j P rks,
multFpjqpU,Xq « multHpjqpα
|U |, Xq`
n
|U |
˘ ;
(C1) For each j P rks,
cpFpjqq “ cpHpjqq if and only if degHpjqpαq ´ ωαpHpjqq ě n´ 1.
We refer to conditions (F1)–(F4), and (C1) as fairness, and connectivity condition(s),
respectively.
A special case of Theorem 1.1 was known for the case when H is an amalgamation of the
complete n-vertex graph [24] (Hilton, Johnson, and Rodger [24, p. 268] noted that the case
of connectivity is “a tough nut to crack”). For other results on connected detachments of
graphs, we refer the reader to [9, 11, 27, 32, 35]. For detachments of 3-uniform hypergraphs
and arbitrary hypergraphs, see [3] and [4], respectively (none of these two papers address
connectivity). We also note that previously, Theorem 1.1 was not even known for the case
when H is an arbitrary graph. Moreover, necessary and sufficient conditions under which
a hypergraph has a connected pα, nq-detachment were not known (condition (C1) by itself
settles this).
The paper is organized as follows. More precise definitions are given in Section 2. In
Section 3, we discuss all the necessary tools needed to deal with connectivity in Theorem
1.1. In Section 4, we construct two laminar families; these are crucial to deal with fairness
conditions in Theorem 1.1. Before we delve into proving our main result, in Section 5, we
prove a generalization of the famous Baranyai’s theorem [13]. We prove our main result in
Section 6. The rest of the paper is devoted to various applications of our main result. In
Sections 7 and 8, we are concerned with the problem of extending edge-colorings of hyper-
graphs. Finally, in Section 9, we decompose complete (not necessarily uniform) hypergraphs
into (almost) regular connected spanning sub-hypergraphs. The results of this section extend
the Berge-Johnson theorem [16].
2. More Precise Notation
In this paper, R,N, and rks denote the set of reals, positive integers, and t1, . . . , ku,
respectively. For x, y P R, txu and rxs denote the integers such that x ´ 1 ă txu ď x ď
rxs ă x ` 1, and x « y means tyu ď x ď rys. The relation « is transitive, and for
x, y P R, a, b, c P Z, n P N: (i) x « y implies x{n « y{n; (ii) a “ b ´ c and c « x, implies
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a « b ´ x. These properties of « will be used when required without further explanation.
For x P R, fracpxq denotes the fractional part of x which is x´ txu.
A hypergraph G is a pair pV pGq, EpGqq where V pGq is a finite set called the vertex set,
EpGq is the edge multiset, where every edge is itself a multi-subset of V pGq. This means that
not only can an edge occur multiple times in EpGq, but also each vertex can have multiple
occurrences within an edge. A hypergraph is said to be non-trivial if it has at least one edge.
By an edge of the form tum11 , um22 , . . . , umss u (or for short a um11 . . . umss -edge), we mean an
edge in which vertex ui occurs mi times for 1 ď i ď r. The total number of occurrences of a
vertex v among all edges of EpGq is called the degree, degGpvq of v in G, and ∆pGq denotes
the maximum degree of G. For an edge e in G, |e| is the number of distinct vertices in e,
and the multiplicity of e , written multGpeq, is the number of repetitions of e in EpGq (note
that EpGq is a multiset, so an edge may appear multiple times). If tum11 , . . . , umss u is an
edge in G, then we abbreviate multGptum11 , . . . , umss uq to multGpum11 . . . umss q. If U1, . . . , Us are
multi-subsets of V pGq, then multGpU1, . . . , Usq means multGpŤiPrss Uiq, where the union of Uis
is the usual union of multisets. Whenever it is not ambiguous, we drop the subscripts; for
example we write degpvq and multpeq instead of degGpvq and multGpeq, respectively.
If the multiplicity of a vertex α in an edge e is p, we say that α is incident with p distinct
objects, say h1pα, eq, . . . , hppα, eq. We call these objects hinges, and we say that e is incident
with h1pα, eq, . . . , hppα, eq.
A k-edge-coloring of G is a mapping f : EpGq Ñ rks and color class i of G, written Gpiq, is
the spanning sub-hypergraph of G induced by the edges of color i.
Let G be a hypergraph, let U be some finite set, and let Ψ : V pGq Ñ U be a surjective
mapping. The map Ψ extends naturally to EpGq. For A P EpGq we define ΨpAq “ tΨpxq :
x P Au. Note that Ψ need not be injective, and A may be a multiset. Then we define
the hypergraph F by taking V pFq “ U and EpFq “ tΨpAq : A P EpGqu. We say that
F is an amalgamation of G, and that G is a detachment of F . Associated with Ψ is a
(number) function g defined by gpuq “ |Ψ´1puq|; to be more specific we will say that G is
a g-detachment of F . Then G has řuPV pFq gpuq vertices. Note that Ψ induces a bijection
between the edges of F and the edges of G, and that this bijection preserves the size of an
edge. We adopt the convention that it preserves the color also, so that if we amalgamate
or detach an edge-colored hypergraph the amalgamation or detachment preserves the same
coloring on the edges.
Intuitively speaking, an pα, nq-detachment of G is a hypergraph obtained by splitting a
vertex α into n vertices, say α1, . . . , αn, and sharing the incident hinges and edges among
the subvertices. In an α-detachment G 1 of G in which we split α into α and β, an edge of the
form tαp, u1, . . . , uzu in G will be of the form tαp´i, βi, u1, . . . , uzu in G 1 for some i, 0 ď i ď p.
Note that a hypergraph and its detachments have the same hinges.
If we replace every edge e of a hypergraph G by λ copies of e, then we denote the new
hypergraph by λG. For hypergraphs G1, . . . ,Gt with the same vertex set V , we define their
union, written
Ť
iPrts Gi, to be the hypergraph with vertex set V and edge set
Ť
iPrtsEpGiq.
For a hypergraph G and V Ď V pGq, let G´V be the hypergraph whose vertex set is V pGqzV
and whose edge set is tezV |e P EpGqu, and let GzV be the hypergraph whose vertex set is
V pGq and whose edge set is te P EpGq|e * V u.
A hypergraph G is said to be k-regular if every vertex has degree k. A k-factor of a
hypergraph G is a k-regular spanning sub-hypergraph of G .
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3. Wings
A vertex α in a connected hypergraph G is a cut vertex if there exist two non-trivial
sub-hypergraphs I, J of G such that
(i) I Y J “ G,
(ii) V pI X Jq “ tαu, and
(iii) EpI X Jq “ ∅.
A sub-hypergraph W of a hypergraph G is an α-wing of G if
(i) W is non-trivial and connected,
(ii) α is not a cut vertex of W , and
(iii) no edge in EpGqzEpW q is incident with a vertex in V pW qztαu.
The set of all α-wings of G is denoted by WαpGq, and ωαpGq :“ |WαpGq|. If G is non-trivial and
connected and α is not a cut vertex of G, then WαpGq “ tGu. Moreover, if G is disconnected,
then WαpGq “ WαpHq where H is the component of G that contains α.
An α-wing W is (i) slim if degW pαq “ 1, (ii) wide if degW pαq ě 2, (iii) small if V pW q “ tαu,
and (iv) large if V pW q ‰ tαu. Let ωLαpGq be the number of large α-wings in G.
Let G 1 be an pα, 2q-detachment of G, and let W be an α-wing in G. Let W 1 denote the sub-
hypergraph of G 1 whose hinges are the same as those in W . With respect to this detachment,
W is (i) attached if degW 1pαq “ degW pαq, (ii) semi-detached if 1 ď degW 1pαq ă degW pαq, and
(iii) detached if degW 1pαq “ 0. Note that semi-detached wings are always wide.
Lemma 3.1. Let G,H be two connected hypergraphs such that α P V pGq, α R V pHq, and
V pGq X V pHq ‰ ∅. If G is an α-wing, then so is G YH.
Proof. Since G is an α-wing, G YH is non-trivial. Since both G and H are connected, and
V pGq X V pHq ‰ ∅, G YH is also connected. Moreover, α is not-cut vertex of G, so it is also
a non-cut vertex of G YH. Therefore, G YH is an α-wing. 
Lemma 3.2. Let G 1 be an pα, 2q-detachment of a hypergraph G. Let X1, . . . , Xr be the list of
all detached α-wings, and let W1, . . . ,Ws be the nonempty list of all semi-detached α-wings.
Then
Z :“ pYiPrrsX 1iq
ď
pYiPrssW 1i q
is an α-wing in G 1.
Proof. Let X “ tX1, . . . , Xru. There are two cases to consider.
(1) X “ ∅: Since s ě 1, Z is non-trivial. For all i P rss, Wi is connected and α P V pWiq,
and so Z is connected. Let tβu “ V pG 1qzV pGq. Since Wi is semi-detached, tα, βu Ď
V pW 1i q for all i P rss. First we show that no edge in EpG 1qzEpZq is incident with a
vertex in V pZqztαu. Suppose by contrary that there is some edge e P EpG 1qzEpZq
with eX pV pZqztαuq ‰ ∅. Since β R e, we have
e P EpGqzEpWiq and eX pV pWiqztαuq ‰ ∅ for some i P rss,
contradicting the fact that Wi is an α-wing in G.
To complete the proof, we need to show that α is not a cut vertex of Z. Suppose
by contrary that α is a cut vertex of W . There must exist two non-trivial sub-
hypergraphs I 1, J 1 of G 1 such that
I 1 Y J 1 “ G 1, V pI 1 X J 1q “ tαu, EpI 1 X J 1q “ ∅.
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Without loss of generality, let us assume that β P V pI 1q (so β R V pJ 1q). For each
i P rss, define I 1i “ W 1i X I 1, J 1i “ W 1i X J 1. We have
I 1i Y J 1i “ pW 1i X I 1q Y pW 1i X J 1q “ W 1i X pI 1 Y J 1q “ W 1i X G 1 “ W 1i ,
V pI 1i X J 1iq “ V pI 1 X J 1 XW 1i q “ tαu,
EpI 1i X J 1iq Ď EpI 1 X J 1q “ ∅.
If for some i P rss, I 1i is trivial, then J 1i “ W 1i . But β R V pJ 1q and β P V pW 1i q, so
this is clearly a contradiction. Thus all I 1is are non-trivial. Moreover, since J 1 is
non-trivial and J 1 “ Ysi“1J 1i , there is some k P rss so that J 1k is non-trivial. Now, let
Ik and Jk be the sub-hypergraphs of G obtained by amalgamating α and β in I 1k and
J 1k, respectively. Both Ik and Jk are non-trivial sub-hypergraphs of Wk, and
Ik Y Jk “ Wk, V pIk X Jkq “ tαu, EpIi X Jkq “ ∅.
So, α is a cut vertex of Wk, which contradicts with Wk being an α-wing.
(2) X ‰ ∅: Combining the first case with Lemma 3.2 settles this case.

Lemma 3.3. Let G 1 be an pα, 2q-detachment of G with V pG 1q “ V pGq Y tβu, and let A and
B be the set of those α-wings of G that are detached and semi-detached in G 1, respectively.
Then
(i) ωαpG 1q “ ωαpGq ´ |A| ´ |B| ` 1;
(ii) degG1pαq “ degGpαq ´
ř
WPA degW pαq ´
ř
WPB degW 1pβq;
(iii) degG1pαq ´ ωαpG 1q ď degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ´ 1.
Proof. The proof of (i) is an immediate consequence of the previous lemma, and (ii) is
sufficiently obvious. For every W P A, dW pαq ě 1 and for every W P B, dW 1pβq ě 1. By
combining (i) and (ii), we have
degG1pαq ´ ωαpG 1q “ degGpαq ´
ÿ
WPA
degW pαq ´
ÿ
WPB
degW 1pβq ´
`
ωαpGq ´ |A| ´ |B| ` 1
˘
“ degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ´
ÿ
WPA
`
degW pαq ´ 1
˘´ ÿ
WPB
`
degW 1pβq ´ 1
˘´ 1
ď degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ´ 1.
This proves (iii). 
Lemma 3.4. Let G 1 be an pα, 2q-detachment of a hypergraph G with V pG 1q “ V pGq Y tβu.
Then cpG 1q “ cpGq if and only if some wide α-wing in G is semi-detached in G 1.
Proof. This is immediate from definitions. 
Lemma 3.5. Let F be an pα, nq-detachment of a hypergraph G such that cpFq “ cpGq. Then
degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ě n´ 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n “ 1 is trivial, because for each W P WαpGq,
dW pαq ě 1. The case n “ 2 is immediate from Lemma 3.4.
To prove the inductive step, let F be an pα, nq-detachment of G obtained by splitting α
into α1, . . . , αn such that cpFq “ cpGq. Let H be the hypergraph obtained by amalgamating
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α2, . . . , αn in F into α2 in H. Since H is an pα, 2q-detachment of G, by Lemma 3.3(iii) we
have
degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ě degHpαq ´ ωαpHq ` 1.
Since H is an pα, n´ 1q-detachment of F and cpHq “ cpFq, by the induction hypothesis we
have
degHpαq ´ ωαpHq ě n´ 2.
Therefore, degGpαq ´ ωαpGq ě n´ 1. 
4. Laminar Families of Hinges
A family A of sets is laminar if, for every pair A,B of sets belonging to A , either A Ď B,
or B Ď A, or AXB “ ∅.
For the rest of this section, G “ pV,Eq is a k-edge-colored hypergraph, and α P V . The
set of hinges incident with α in G will be denoted by HGpαq. In this section, we construct
two laminar families of subsets of HGpαq. These families will be crucial in the proof of our
main result. For an edge e in G, Hepαq will be the set of hinges incident with both α and e
in G; abbreviate HtαruYUG pαq to Hr,UG pαq (for r ě 1 and U Ď V ztαu). For i P rks, let
iHGpαq “
ď
WPWαpGpiqq,degW pαqě2
HW pαq.
In other words, iHGpαq is the set of all hinges incident with α in some wide α-wing of Gpiq.
Observe that
‚ |HGpαq| “ degGpαq,‚ |HGpiqpαq| “ degGpiqpαq for i P rks,
‚ Hepαq Ď HGpiqpαq for i P rks and e P EpGpiqq,
‚ |Hr,UG pαq| “ rmultGpαr, Uq for r ě 1 and U Ď V ztαu.
‚ |Hr,UGpiqpαq| “ rmultGpiqpαr, Uq for i P rks, r ě 1 and U Ď V ztαu.
The proof of the following lemma is immediate from definitions.
Lemma 4.1. Let
A “ HGpαqď
tHGp1qpαq, . . . ,HGpkqpαquď
t1HGpαq, . . . , kHGpαquď
tHeGpαq : e P Euď
tHW pαq : W P WαpGpiqq, degW pαq ě 2, i P rksu,
and
B “ tHr,UG pαq : r ě 1, U Ď V ztαuuď
tHr,UGpiqpαq : r ě 1, U Ď V ztαu, i P rksu.
Then both A and B are laminar families of subsets of HGpαq.
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5. Connected Baranyai’s Theorem
A hypergraph is almost regular if there is an integer d such that the degree of each vertex
is d or d ` 1. We exhibit the usefulness of our main result by providing the following
applications.
Theorem 5.1. Let a1, . . . , ak P N and řjPrks aj “ λ`nh˘. Then the complete λ-fold n-vertex
h-uniform hypergraph λKhn can be decomposed into almost regular spanning sub-hypergraphs
Fp1q, . . . ,Fpkq so that for all j P rks the following hold.
(i) Fpjq has aj edges;
(ii) degFpjqpvq « haj{n for each v P V pGjq;
(iii) Fpjq is connected if and only if aj ě pn´ 1q{ph´ 1q.
Proof. Given a1, . . . , ak with
ř
jPrks aj “ λ
`
n
h
˘
, let H be a hypergraph with
V pHq “ tαu, EpHq “ ttαhuλpnhqu.
We color the edges of H with k colors so that
multHpjqpαhq “ aj for j P rks.
It is clear that for every j P rks, degHpjqpαq “ haj, cpHpjqq “ 1, and ωαpHpjqq “ multHpjqpαhq “
aj. By Theorem 1.1, there exists an pα, nq-detachment F of H such that the following con-
ditions hold.
(a) By (F2), for each i P rns and each j P rks,
degFpjqpαiq « hajn ;
(b) By (F3), for each U Ď tα1, . . . , αnu with |U | “ h,
multFpUq « multHpα
hq`
n
h
˘ “ λ`nh˘`n
h
˘ “ λ;
(c) By (C1), for each j P rks,
Fpjq is connected if and only if haj ´ aj ě n´ 1.

Theorem 5.1 without condition (iii) is known as the Baranyai’s theorem [13]. A special
case of Theorem 5.1 where almost regularity is replaced by regularity is proven in [5].
6. Proof of Theorem 1.1
Let k, n P N. Let H “ pV,Eq be a k-edge-colored hypergraph with α P V such that
multHpαt, Y q “ 0 for each t ą n and each Y Ď V.
We show that there exists an pα, nq-detachment F of H such that F is α-simple, and that
conditions (F1)–(F4) and (C1) hold.
Let I Ď rks be the set of all colors so that for each i P I, degHpiqpαq ´ ωαpHpiqq ě n´ 1.
Given an arbitrary pα, nq-detachment F of H, if for some i P rks, cpHpiqq “ cpFpiqq,
then by Lemma 3.5 we must have i P I. Since an α-detachment only affects the component
containing α, to prove (C1) it suffices to show that if Hpiq is connected, then so is Fpiq, for
all i P I. For the rest of this section we will assume that Hpiq is connected for all i P I.
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We shall construct a sequence of hypergraphsH1, . . . ,Hn withH1 :“ H,Hn :“ F , α1 :“ α,
and V pH`q “ V pH`´1q Y tα`u for 2 ď ` ď n, where H` is a detachment of H`´1 obtained by
splitting off the new vertex α` from α so that we end up with α and α` in H`, such that for
all ` P rns, H` satisfies the following conditions.
For all i P r`s, j P rks, 0 ď r ď n´ `` 1, t ą n´ `` 1, s P I, Y Ď V, U Ď tα2, . . . , α`u, X Ď
V ztα1, . . . , α`u, 1 ď r ` |U | ď n:
multH`pαt, Y q “ 0;(1)
degH`pαiq «
$’&’%
pn´ `` 1q degHpαq
n
for i “ 1
degHpαq
n
for 2 ď i ď `
;(2)
degH`pjqpαiq «
$’&’%
pn´ `` 1q degHpjqpαq
n
for i “ 1
degHpjqpαq
n
for 2 ď i ď `
;(3)
multH`pαr, U,Xq`
n´``1
r
˘ « multHpαr`|U |, Xq` n
r`|U |
˘ ;(4)
multH`pjqpαr, U,Xq`
n´``1
r
˘ « multHpjqpαr`|U |, Xq` n
r`|U |
˘ ;(5)
H`psqq is connected;(6)
degH`psqpαq ´ ωαpH`psqq ě n´ `.(7)
We prove this by induction on `. For ` “ 1, H clearly satisfies all the conditions (1)–(7),
so we can let H1 be H.
Before we proceed with the inductive step, we verify that when ` “ n (and so n´``1 “ 1),
we can let F “ Hn: Condition (1) implies that Hn is α-simple, and conditions (2) and (3)
are equivalent to (F1) and (F2) respectively. To see the equivalence of (4) and (F3), notice
that the set U in (F3) either contains α1 “ α or it does not. According to condition (4), for
0 ď r ď 1, U Ď tα2, . . . , αnu, X Ď V ztα1, . . . , αnu, 1 ď r ` |U | ď n we have
multHnpαr, U,Xq`
1
r
˘ « multHpαr`|U |, Xq` n
r`|U |
˘ .
For r “ 0, this is equivalent to
multHnpU,Xq « multHpα
|U |, Xq`
n
|U |
˘ ,
and for r “ 1, it is equivalent to
multHnpα, U,Xq « multHpα
|U |`1, Xq`
n
|U |`1
˘ .
The proof of the equivalence of conditions (5) and (F4) is very similar. Condition (6) together
with the discussion at the beginning of this section implies (C1).
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To prove the inductive step, let us assume that G :“ H` has been constructed for some
` ă n, and H` satisfies (1)–(7). We denote the corresponding conditions for G 1 :“ H``1 by
(1)1–(7)1.
In order to decide how to share the edges incident with α in G between α and the new
vertex α``1 in G 1, let A andB be the laminar families of subsets of HGpαq defined in Section
4. By [32, Lemma 2], there exist a subset Z of HGpαq such that
|Z X P | « |P |
n´ `` 1 for every P P A YB.(8)
Let G 1 be the pα, 2q-detachment of G with V pG 1qzV pGq “ tβu :“ tα``1u such that the
hinges which were incident with α in G are incident in G 1 with α or β according to whether
they do not or do belong to Z, respectively. More precisely,
(9) HG1pβq “ Z, HG1pαq “ HGpαqzZ.
Note that (9) provides a full description of G 1. It remains to show that G 1 indeed satisfies
(1)1–(7)1. Throughout the rest of our proof, we shall repeatedly use properties of « and
(1)–(9) without further explanation.
By the induction hypothesis, for t ą n ´ ` ` 1 and Y Ď V we have multGpαt, Y q “ 0, or
equivalently, for e P EpGq with α P e, we have |HeGpαq| ď n ´ ` ` 1. Since HeGpαq P A , we
have
|Z XHeGpαq| «
|HeGpαq|
n´ `` 1 ď 1.
Therefore, |Z X HeGpαq| P t0, 1u, and so multG1pβq, Uq “ 0 for q ě 2 and U Ď V pG 1q. If|HeGpαq| “ n´ `` 1, then |Z XHeGpαq| “ 1, so |HeG1pαq| “ n´ `, and if |HeGpαq| ă n´ `` 1,
then |HeG1pαq| ď |HeGpαq| ď n´ `. Therefore, in both cases (1)1 is satisfied.
Since HGpαq P B, we have
degG1pβq “ |Z| “ |Z XHGpαq|
« |HGpαq|
n´ `` 1 “
degGpαq
n´ `` 1
« degHpαq
n
,
degG1pαq “ |HG1pαq| “ |HGpαqzZ|
“ degGpαq ´ degG1pβq
« pn´ `` 1q degHpαq
n
´ degHpαq
n
“ pn´ `q degHpαq
n
.
Moreover, for 2 ď i ď ` we have degG1pαiq “ degGpαiq “ degHpαq{n. Therefore G 1 satisfies
(2)1.
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For j P rks, we have HGpjqpαq P A , and so,
degG1pjqpβq “ |Z XHGpjqpαq|
« |HGpjqpαq|
n´ `` 1 “
degGpjqpαq
n´ `` 1
« degHpjqpαq
n
,
degG1pjqpαq “ degGpjqpαq ´ degG1pjqpβq
« pn´ `` 1q degHpjqpαq
n
´ degHpjqpαq
n
“ pn´ `q degHpjqpαq
n
.
This proves (3)1.
For r ě 1, U Ď V pGqztαu, we have Hr,UG pαq P B. Therefore,
multG1pαr´1, β, Uq “ |Z XHr,UG pαq|
« |H
r,U
G pαq|
n´ `` 1
“ r
n´ `` 1 multGpα
r, Uq,
multG1pαr, Uq “ multGpαr, Uq ´multG1pαr´1, β, Uq
« multGpαr, Uq ´ r
n´ `` 1 multGpα
r, Uq
“ pn´ `´ r ` 1q
n´ `` 1 multGpα
r, Uq.
To prove (4)1, let U Ď tα2, . . . , α``1u, and let X Ď V pG 1qztα1, . . . , α``1u. There are two
cases to consider.
(i) If β P U , then
multG1pαr, U,Xq`
n´`
r
˘ « pr ` 1qmultGpαr`1, Uztβu, Xqpn´ `` 1q`n´`
r
˘
“ multpα
r`1, Uztβu, Xq`
n´``1
r`1
˘
« multHpα
r`1`|Uztβu|, Xq`
n
r`1`|Uztβu|
˘
“ multHpα
r`|U |, Xq`
n
r`|U |
˘ .
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(ii) If β R U , then
multG1pαr, U,Xq`
n´`
r
˘ « pn´ `´ r ` 1qmultGpαr, U,Xqpn´ `` 1q`n´`
r
˘
“ multGpα
r, U,Xq`
n´``1
r
˘
« multHpα
r`|U |, Xq`
n
r`|U |
˘ .
This proves (4)1.
For j P rks, r ě 1, U Ď V pGqztαu, we have Hr,UGpjqpαq P B. Therefore,
multG1pjqpαr´1, β, Uq “ |Z XHr,UGpjqpαq|
« |H
r,U
Gpjqpαq|
n´ `` 1
“ r
n´ `` 1 multGpjqpα
r, Uq,
multG1pjqpαr, Uq “ multGpjqpαr, Uq ´multG1pjqpαr´1, β, Uq
“ multGpjqpαr, Uq ´ r
n´ `` 1 multGpjqpα
r, Uq
“ pn´ `´ r ` 1q
n´ `` 1 multGpjqpα
r, Uq.
To prove (5)1, let j P rks, U Ď tα2, . . . , α``1u, and let X Ď V pG 1qztα1, . . . , α``1u. There
are two cases to consider.
(i) If β P U , then
multG1pjqpαr, U,Xq`
n´`
r
˘ « pr ` 1qmultGpjqpαr`1, Uztβu, Xqpn´ `` 1q`n´`
r
˘
“ multGpjqpα
r`1, Uztβu, Xq`
n´``1
r`1
˘
« multHpjqpα
r`1`|Uztβu|, Xq`
n
r`1`|Uztβu|
˘
“ multHpjqpα
r`|U |, Xq`
n
r`|U |
˘ .
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(ii) If β R U , then
multG1pjqpαr, U,Xq`
n´`
r
˘ « pn´ `´ r ` 1qmultGpjqpαr, U,Xqpn´ `` 1q`n´`
r
˘
« multGpjqpα
r, U,Xq`
n´``1
r
˘
“ multHpjqpα
r`|U |, Xq`
n
r`|U |
˘ .
This proves (5)1.
To prove the connectivity conditions (6)1 and (7)1, let us fix a color i P I (If I “ ∅, there
is nothing to prove). By Lemma 3.4, in order to establish that G 1 is connected, it is enough
to show that
(a) There exists an α-wing W in Gpiq such that degW pαq ě 2;
(b) For every α-wing W in Gpiq with degW pαq ě 2,
|Z XHW pαq| ă degW pαq;
(c)
|Z X iHGpαq| ě 1.
To prove (a), suppose by contrary that for every W P WαpGpiqq, degW pαq “ 1. Then,
degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq “
ÿ
WPWαpGpiqq
`
degW pαq ´ 1
˘ “ 0.
But this contradicts (7), which says degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq ě n´ ` ě 1.
To prove (b), let W P WαpGpiqq with degW pαq ě 2. Since HW pαq P A , we have
|Z XHW pαq| « |HW pαq|
n´ `` 1 “
degW pαq
n´ `` 1 .
Since degW pαq ě 2 and n´ `` 1 ě 2, we have
|Z XHW pαq| ă degW pαq.
To prove (c), let Ai “ tW P WαpGpiqq : degW pαq ě 2u. By (a), |Ai| ě 1. We have
n´ ` ď degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq
“
ÿ
WPWαpGpiqq
`
degW pαq ´ 1
˘
“
ÿ
WPAi
degW pαq ´ |Ai|
ď |iHGpαq| ´ 1.
Since iHGpαq P A ,
|Z X iHGpαq| « |
iHGpαq|
n´ `` 1 ě 1.
This completes the proof of (6)1, and we conclude that G 1piq is connected for all i P I.
Now, we need to show that
degG1piqpαq ´ ωαpG 1piqq ě n´ `´ 1.
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For W P WαpGpiqq with degW pαq ě 2, we have HW pαq P A , and so
degW 1pβq “ |Z XHW pαq|
« |HW pαq|
n´ `` 1 “
degW pαq
n´ `` 1 ,
degW 1pαq “ degW pαq ´ degW 1pβq
« degW pαq ´ degW pαqn´ `` 1
“ pn´ `q degW pαq
n´ `` 1 .
Let Si be the set of detached slim α-wings of Gpiq, and let Li be the set of semi-detached
(wide) α-wings of Gpiq. Note that Li ‰ ∅. We have
degG1piqpαq “ degGpiqpαq ´ |Si| ´
ÿ
WPLi
degW 1pβq.
Moreover, by Lemma 3.3(i),
ωαpG 1piqq “ ωαpGpiqq ´ |Si| ´ |Li| ` 1.
Therefore,
degG1piqpαq ´ ωαpG 1piqq ` 1 “ degGpiqpαq ´ |Si| ´
ÿ
WPLi
degW 1pβq
´ `ωαpGpiqq ´ |Si| ´ |Li| ` 1˘` 1
“ ` degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq˘´ ` ÿ
WPLi
degW 1pβq ´ |Li|
˘
“ ` degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq˘´ ÿ
WPLi
`
degW 1pβq ´ 1
˘
.
Let Li “ tW P Li : degW 1pβq ě 2u. There are two cases to consider.
(I) Li “ ∅: In this case, for each W P Li, degW 1pβq “ 1, and so
ř
WPLi
`
degW 1pβq´1
˘ “
0. Thus,
degG1piqpαq ´ ωαpG 1piqq ` 1 “ degGpiqpαq ´ ωαpGpiqq ě n´ `,
and the proof is complete.
(II) Li ‰ ∅: In this case, there is some W P Li with degW 1pβq ě 2. Since W is a
semi-detached wide α-wing, we have degW pαq ě 3. In fact, since degW 1pβq ě 2 and
degW 1pβq « degW pαqn´ `` 1 ,
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we have degW pαq ě n´ `` 2. The following completes the proof.
degG1piqpαq ´ ωαpG 1piqq ` 1 “
ÿ
WPWαpGpiqq
`
degW pαq ´ 1
˘´ ÿ
WPLi
`
degW 1pβq ´ 1
˘
ě
ÿ
WPLi
`
degW pαq ´ 1
˘´ ÿ
WPL
`
degW 1pβq ´ 1
˘
“
ÿ
WPLi
`
degW pαq ´ degW 1pβq
˘
“
ÿ
WPLi
degW 1pαq
ě
ÿ
WPLi
degW pαq n´ `n´ `` 1 ´
n´ `
n´ `` 1
ě
ÿ
WPLi
pn´ `qpdegW pαq ´ 1q
n´ `` 1
“ n´ `
n´ `` 1
ÿ
WPLi
pdegW pαq ´ 1qq
ě n´ `
n´ `` 1 |Li|pn´ `` 1q
“ |Li|pn´ `q
ě n´ `.

7. Embedding Arbitrary Colorings into Connected Regular Colorings
The main theme of this section is the following problem.
Problem 1. Suppose that the edges of G :“ λKhm are arbitrarily colored with q colors. Find
all values of r and n such that the given q-edge-coloring of G can be extended to a connected
r-factorization of λKhn .
Assuming that q is the number of non-empty color classes, we must have 1 ď q ď λ`m
h
˘
.
For i P rqs, let ∆i “ ∆pGpiqq. It is clear that 1 ď ∆i ď λ
`
m´1
h´1
˘
for each i P rqs. Let
∆ “ maxiPrqs ∆i. In order to extend the q-edge-coloring of G to an r-factorization of λKhn , it
is necessary that r ě ∆, and n ě Nr where Nr :“ minta P N | q ď
`
a´1
h´1
˘{ru.
Throughout this section, we assume that
n,m, h, r, λ P N, n ą m ą h, r ě 1.(10)
A partial r-factorization of a set S Ď `rns
h
˘
is a coloring of S with
`
n´1
h´1
˘{r colors so that the
number of times each element of rns appears in each color class is at most r. Each color
class is called a partial r-factor. Note that a color class may be empty.
Embedding connected factorizations have been only studied for graphs [24, 27, 32, 35]. For
recent progress on embedding factorizations of hypergraphs, we refer the reader to [6, 7, 8,
12, 14, 20]. In this section, we prove connected analogues of various hypergraph embedding
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results. For the sake of brevity, we shall skip some of the algebraic manipulations that are
similar to those in [6, 7].
First, we prove a simple observation.
Lemma 7.1. Let G “ pV,Eq be a hypergraph. We have the following.
(a) Adding an edge e to G decreases the number of components by some t P r0, |e|q.
(b) Deleting an edge e to G increases the number of components by some t P r0, |e|q.
(c)
cpGq ě |V | ´
ÿ
ePE
p|e| ´ 1q.
(d) If G is h-uniform, then cpGq ě |V | ´ ph´ 1q|E|.
(e) If G is h-uniform and connected, then |E| ě |V |´1
h´1 .
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) are sufficiently obvious. Adding one-by-one the edges of G to a
trivial hypergraph with |V | vertices and applying (a) each time, completes the proof of (c).
Part (d) is a special case of (c), and (e) is obtained by letting cpGq “ 1 in (d). 
For convenience, let us refer to the vertices in V pKhnqzV pKhmq as the new vertices, the
edges in EpKhnqzEpKhmq as the new edges, and the colors in tq ` 1, . . . , ku as the new colors
if k ą q. A triple pn, r, λq is said to be h-admissible if h|rn and r|λ`n´1
h´1
˘
.
Lemma 7.2. If a partial r-factorization of G :“ λKhm can be extended to a connected r-
factorization of λKhn , then
(N1) The triple pn, r, λq is h-admissible;
(N2) No component of any color class of G is r-regular;
(N3) For all j P rks,
rm´ rn` rn
h
ď |EpGpjqq| ď rn
h
´ n´m` cpGpjqq ´ 1
h´ 1 ,
where k :“ λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
.
Proof. Suppose that a partial r-factorization of G :“ λKhm is extended to a connected r-
factorization of λKhn . For λK
h
n to be r-factorable, the degree of each vertex should be
divisible by r, and the existence of an r-factor in λKhn implies that h|rn. Therefore, pn, r, λq
is h-admissible, which also implies that k :“ λ`n´1
h´1
˘{r is an integer. Since each partial r-
factor F is extended to a connected r-factor, there must be (at least) an edge connecting
the new vertices to each component of F , and therefore no component of any color class of
λKhm can be r-regular.
In an r-factorization of λKhn , each color class has rn{h edges, and each of the n´m new
vertices is incident with exactly r edges of each color class, and so all the n´m new vertices
are incident with at most rpn´mq edges of each color class. Therefore, for j P rks
|EpGpjqq| ` rpn´mq ě rn
h
.
For each j P rks, λKhnpjq is obtained by adding rnh ´ |EpGpjqq| new edges to n ´ m
new vertices and cpGpjqq components. By lemma 7.1(e), in order to ensure that λKhnpjq is
connected for each j P rks, we must have
rn
h
´ |EpGpjqq| ě n´m` cpGpjqq ´ 1
h´ 1 .
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
Remark 7.3.
(a) For a connected r-factor to exist, we must have that r ě 2. This is also implied from
(N2); if by contrary r “ 1, then each edge in the partial 1-factorization of λKhm is
1-regular, which is a contradiction.
(b) If n ě h
h´1m, then rm´ rn` rn{h ď 0, so the left hand side inequality in (N3) will
be trivial.
(c) Condition (N3) implies that for all j P rks, rm ´ rn ` rn{h ď rn{h ´ pn ´ m `
cpGpjqq ´ 1q{ph´ 1q, or equivalently, cpGpjqq ď pn´mqprh´ r ´ 1q ` 1.
Let ĆλKhm be the hypergraph obtained by adding a new vertex α and new edges to λKhm
so that
multpαi, Xq “ λ
ˆ
n´m
i
˙
for each i P rhs, and X Ď V pλKhmq with |X| “ h´ i.
In other words, ĆλKhm is an amalgamation of λKhn , obtained by identifying a set of n ´ m
vertices in λKhn .
An application of Theorem 1.1 is the following corollary that reduces Problem 1 to a much
simpler problem.
Corollary 7.4. A partial r-factorization of λKhm can be extended to a connected r-factorization
of λKhn if and only if the new edges of H :“ ĆλKhm can be colored such that
(11) degHpiqpvq “
"
r if v ‰ α,
rpn´mq if v “ α, @i P rks,
and
(12) ωαpHpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn´mq ` 1 @i P rks,
where k :“ λ`n´1
h´1
˘{r P N.
Proof. First, suppose that a partial r-factorization of λKhm can be extended to a connected
r-factorization of λKhn . By amalgamating the new n ´ m vertices of λKhn into a single
vertex α, we clearly obtain H. The k-edge-coloring of λKhn (in which each color class is a
connected r-factor) induces a k-edge-coloring in H that satisfies (11). Since each color class
of λKhn is connected, so is each color class of H. Therefore by Lemma 3.5, we must have
that rpn´mq ´ ωαpHpjqq ě n´m´ 1, and so (12) is satisfied.
Conversely, suppose that the edges of H are colored so that (11) and (12) are satisfied.
By Theorem 1.1, there exists an pα, n ´ mq-detachment F of H with V pFq “ V pHq Y
tα2, . . . , αn´mu (here, α1 :“ α) such that the following conditions hold.
(a) By (F1), for each i P rn´ms and each j P rks,
degFpjqpαiq «
degHpjqpαq
n´m “ r;
(b) By (F3), for each U Ď tα1, . . . , αn´mu and each X Ď V pλKhmq with |U | ` |X| “ h,
multFpU,Xq « multHpα
|U |, Xq`
n´m
|U |
˘ “ λ`n´m|U | ˘`n´m
|U |
˘ “ λ;
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(c) Since (12) is satisfied, by (C1), for each j P rks,
cpFpjqq “ cpHpjqq “ 1.
Combining (a) and (c) implies that each color class of F is a connected r-factor, and (b)
implies that F – λKhn . 
The case λ “ 1, r ě 3 of the following is proved by Hilton et al. [24, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 7.5. A partial r-factorization of G :“ λKm can be extended to a connected r-
factorization of λKn if and only if
(i) pn, r, λq is 2-admissible;
(ii) No component of any color class of G is r-regular;
(iii)
rm´ rn
2
ď |EpGpjqq| ď rn
2
´ n`m´ cpGpjqq ` 1 @j P rks,
where k :“ λpn´ 1q{r.
Proof. The necessity is implied by Lemma 7.2. To prove the sufficiency, we need to show
that the edges of H :“ ĆλKm can be colored with k :“ λpn ´ 1q{r colors so that (11) and
(12) are satisfied. Let G :“ pV,Eq. For v P V , we color the αv-edges so that for j P rks,
multjpαvq “ r ´ degGpjqpvq. This is possible, becauseÿ
jPrksmultjpαvq “ rk ´ degGpvq “ λpn´ 1q ´ λpm´ 1q “ λpn´mq.
Then we color the α2-edges so that for j P rks, multjpα2q “ rn{2 ´ rm ` |EpGpjqq|. By the
necessary conditions (i) an (iii), multjpα2q is a non-negative integer for j P rks. Moreover,ÿ
jPrksmultjpα
2q “ rkn
2
´ rkm` |E|
“ λ
ˆ
n
2
˙
´ λmpn´ 1q ` λ
ˆ
m
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
So, coloring the α2-edges is possible.
For the rest of the proof, let us fix j P rks. It is clear that degjpvq “ r for v P V . Moreover,
degjpαq “ 2multjpα2q `
ÿ
vPV multjpαvq
“ rn´ 2rm` 2|EpGpjqq| `
ÿ
vPV pr ´ degGpjqpvqq
“ rn´ 2rm` 2|EpGpjqq| ` rm´ 2|EpGpjqq|
“ rpn´mq.
So (11) is satisfied. By the necessary condition (ii), there is at least an edge colored j between
α and each component of Gpjq, therefore Hpjq is connected. The α-wings of Hpjq are the
α2-edges, and α and the components of Gpjq and the edges joining α to vertices of that
component. We have
ωαpHpjqq “ multjpα2q ` cpGpjqq
“ rn
2
´ rm` |EpGpjqq| ` cpGpjqq
ď rn´ rm´ n`m` 1 “ pr ´ 1qpn´mq ` 1,
where the last inequality holds by (iii). Thus, (12) is satisfied and the proof is complete. 
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The next theorem is a generalization of a result of the author and Rodger [12].
Theorem 7.6. Let n ą 2m`pγ´1q{2 where γ “ ?8m2 ´ 16m´ 7. Suppose that a partial r-
factorization of G :“ λK3m is given. Moreover, assume that if r “ 2, then either n ě 3.5m´3,
or the number of components of each color class of G is at most p2m ` γq{5 ` 1. Then the
given partial r-factorization of G can be extended to a connected r-factorization of λK3n if
and only if pn, r, λq is 3-admissible and no component of any color class of λK3m is r-regular.
Proof. The necessity is implied by Lemma 7.2. To prove the sufficiency, we need to show
that the edges of H :“ ĆλK3m can be colored with k :“ λ`n´12 ˘{r colors so that (11) and (12)
are satisfied.
Let G :“ pV,Eq be the given partially r-factored λK3m. First we color the αuv-edges in
H where u, v P V and u ‰ v. We color these edges greedily so that degjpxq ď r for each
x P V and j P rks. We claim that this coloring can be done in such a way that all edges of
this type are colored. Suppose by contrary that there is an edge αuv in H that can not be
colored. This implies that for each j P rks either degjpuq “ r or degjpvq “ r. Thus for each
j P rks, degjpuq ` degjpvq ě r. We have
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
“ rk ď
ÿ
iPrks
`
degipuq ` degipvq
˘ ď 2λ „ˆm´ 1
2
˙
` pn´mqpm´ 1q ´ 1

It is a routine exercise to verify that the above inequality contradicts n ą 2m` pγ ´ 1q{2.
We color the α2u-edges so that multjpα2uq “ r ´ degjpuq for u P V, j P rks. The following
shows that we can indeed color all such edges.ÿ
jPrks
`
r ´ degjpuq
˘ “ λˆn´ 1
2
˙
´ λ
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
´ λpn´mqpm´ 1q “ λ
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
For j P rks, let aj, bj, cj be the number of uvw-edges, uvα-edges, and uα2-edges colored
j, respectively (for distinct u, v, w P V ). We color the α3-edges so that dj :“ multjpα3q “
rn{3´rm`2aj`bj for j P rks. Since pn, r, λq is 3-admissible and n ě 3m, dj is a non-negative
integer for all j P rks. The following confirms that all α3-edge can be colored.ÿ
jPrksp
rn
3
´ rm` 2aj ` bjq “ λ
ˆ
n
3
˙
´ λm
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
` 2λ
ˆ
m
3
˙
` λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
.
Now that we are done with the edge-coloring of H, we show that (11) and (12) hold. For
the rest of the proof, we fix j P rks. It is clear that degjpvq “ r for v P V . Since rm “ř
vPV degjpvq “ 3aj ` 2bj ` cj, we have
degjpαq “ bj ` 2cj ` 3dj “ 3paj ` bj ` cj ` djq ´ p3aj ` 2bj ` cjq
“ rn´ rm “ rpn´mq.
To complete the proof, we need to show that ωαpHpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn ´mq ` 1. Since no
component of Gpjq is r-regular, and we were able to color the uvα-edges and uα2 edges (for
distinct u, v P V ) such that degjpuq “ r for each u P V , there must be an edge between
each component of Gpjq and α in Hpjq. Hence, Hpjq is connected. For distinct u, v P V ,
uvα-edges can potentially connect α to two different components of Gpjq, and so
2bj ` cj ě cpGpjqq.
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Therefore, bj ` 2cj ě bj ` cj{2 ě cpGpjqq{2. There are dj small α-wings in Hpjq. Moreover,
every component of Gpjq corresponds to at most one large α-wing in Hpjq. Thus,
ωαpHpjqq ď dj ` cpGpjqq.
So, it suffices to show that rn{3´rm`2aj`bj`cpGpjqq ď pr´1qpn´mq`1 or equivalently,
(13)
2rn
3
´ n`m` 1 ě 2aj ` bj ` cpGpjqq.
Since rm “ 3aj ` 2bj ` cj, we have
2aj ` bj ` cpGpjqq ď 2rm
3
´ 1
3
pbj ` 2cjq ` cpGpjqq
ď 2rm
3
` 5
6
cpGpjqq
Thus, to prove (12), it is enough to show that
2rn
3
´ n`m` 1 ě 2rm
3
` 5
6
cpGpjqq,
or equivalently,
(14) 5cpGpjqq ď p4r ´ 6qpn´mq ` 6.
It is clear that cpGpjqq ď m. If r ě 3, we have
5cpGpjqq ď 5m ă 6pm` γ ´ 1
2
q ă 6pn´mq ď p4r ´ 6qpn´mq ` 6.
If r “ 2 and n ě 3.5m´ 3, we have
5cpGpjqq ď 5m “ 2p2.5m´ 3q ` 6 ď 2pn´mq ` 6 “ p4r ´ 6qpn´mq ` 6.
If r “ 2 and cpGpjqq ď p2m` γq{5` 1, we have
5cpGpjqq ď 2m` γ ` 5 “ 2pm` γ ´ 1
2
q ` 6 ă 2pn´mq ` 6 “ p4r ´ 6qpn´mq ` 6.

Remark 7.7. The necessary condition (N3) of Lemma 7.2 did not appear in Theorem
7.6. This is because (i) we assumed that n ą 3m, and so the left-hand side inequality of
(N3) is trivial, and (ii) the right hand side in (N3) is equivalent to 2rn{3 ´ n ` m ` 1 ě
2|EpGpjqq| ` cpGpjqq, but we showed that a stronger statement, namely (13), holds.
The next three results without the connectivity condition were previously obtained in [6].
Theorem 7.8. For n ě 4.847323m, any partial r-factorization of λK4m can be extended to
a connected r-factorization of λK4n if and only if pn, r, λq is 4-admissible, and no component
of any color class of λK4m is r-regular.
Proof. The necessity is implied by Lemma 7.2. To prove the sufficiency, we need to show
that the edges of H :“ ĆλK4m can be colored with k :“ λ`n´13 ˘{r colors so that (11) and (12)
are satisfied.
Let G :“ pV,Eq be the given partially r-factored λK4m. First we color all the uvwα-edges of
H (for distinct u, v, w P V ) greedily so that degipxq ď r for each x P V and i P rks. Suppose
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by contrary that there is an edge uvwα that can not be colored (for distinct u, v, w P V ).
This implies that
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
ď
ÿ
iPrks
`
degipuq ` degipvq ` degipwq
˘ ď 3λ „ˆm´ 1
3
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
´ 1

,
which contradicts n ą 4m,m ě 5.
We greedily color all the uvα2-edges of H (for distinct u, v P V ) so that degipxq ď r for
each x P V and i P rks. If by contrary, some edge uvα2 remains uncolored (for distinct
u, v P V ), then
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
ď
kÿ
i“1
`
degipuq ` degipvq
˘
ď 2λ
„ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
` pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
´ 1

.
Using Mathematica it can be shown that this inequality does not have any real solution
under the constraints m ě 5, n ě 4.847323m.
We color all the uα3-edges so that multjpuα3q “ r´ degGpjqpuq for u P V, j P rks. Since for
each u P V ,ÿ
iPrks
`
r ´ degipuq
˘ “ λˆn´ 1
3
˙
´ λ
„ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
` pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
,
coloring the uα3-edges is possible.
For j P rks, let aj, bj, cj, dj be the number of uvwx-edges, uvwα-edges, uvα2-edges, and
uα3-edges colored j, respectively (for distinct u, v, w, x P V ). We color the α4-edges so that
ej :“ multjpα4q “ rn{4 ´ rm ` 3aj ` 2bj ` cj for j P rks. Since pn, r, λq is 4-admissible and
n ą 4m, ej is a non-negative integer for all j P rks. The following confirms that all α4-edge
can be colored.ÿ
jPrksp
rn
4
´ rm` 3aj ` 2bj ` cjq “ λ
ˆ
n
4
˙
´ λm
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
` 3λ
ˆ
m
4
˙
` 2 λpn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
` λ
ˆ
n´m
2
˙ˆ
m
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
4
˙
.
Now that the edge-coloring of H is completed, we shall show that this coloring satisfies
(11) and (12). For the rest of the proof, we fix j P rks. It is clear that degjpvq “ r for v P V .
Since rm “ řvPV degjpvq “ 4ai ` 3bi ` 2ci ` di, we have
degjpαq “ bj ` 2cj ` 3dj ` 4ej “ 4paj ` bj ` cj ` dj ` ejq ´ p4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` djq
“ rn´ rm “ rpn´mq.
To complete the proof, we need to show that ωαpHpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn ´ mq ` 1. Observe
that Hpjq is connected, and
3bj ` 2cj ` dj ě cpGpjqq.
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Therefore, bj ` 2cj ` 3dj ě bj ` 2cj{3 ` dj{3 ě cpGpjqq{3. There are ej small α-wings in
Hpjq. Moreover, every component of Gpjq corresponds to no more than one large α-wing in
Hpjq. Therefore,
ωαpHpjqq ď ej ` cpGpjqq.
So, it suffices to show that rn{4 ´ rm ` 3aj ` 2bj ` cj ` cpGpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn ´ mq ` 1 or
equivalently,
(15)
3rn
4
´ n`m` 1 ě 3aj ` 2bj ` cj ` cpGpjqq.
Recall that n ą 4m, r ě 2. It is clear that cpGpjqq ď m. Since rm “ 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj, we
have 3aj ` 2bj ` cj “ 3rm{4´ pbj ` 2cj ` 3djq{4.
The following completes the proof.
3rn
4
´ n`m` 1 ą p3r
4
´ 1qp4mq `m` 1
“ 3rm´ 3m` 1
ě 3rm
4
` 11m
12
ě 3rm
4
` 11
12
cpGpjqq
ě 3rm
4
´ 1
4
pbj ` 2cj ` 3djq ` cpGpjqq
“ 3aj ` 2bj ` cj ` cpGpjqq.

Remark 7.9. Since n ą 4m and (15) holds, condition (N3) did not appear in the statement
of Theorem 7.8.
Theorem 7.10. For n ě 6.285214m, any partial r-factorization of λK5m can be extended to
a connected r-factorization of λK5n if and only if pn, r, λq is 5-admissible, and no component
of any color class of λK5m is r-regular.
Proof. The necessity is implied by Lemma 7.2. To prove the sufficiency, we need to show
that the edges of H :“ ĆλK5m can be colored with k :“ λ`n´14 ˘{r colors so that (11) and (12)
are satisfied.
Let G :“ pV,Eq be the given partially r-factored λK5m. For distinct u, v, w, x P V , we
claim that we can greedily color all the uvwxα-edges, uvwα2-edges, and uvα3-edges of H (in
that particular order) so that degipxq ď r for each x P V and i P rks.
If there is an edge uvwxα that can not be colored, then by obtaining a lower bound and an
upper bound for
ř
iPrks
`
degipuq ` degipvq ` degipwq ` degipxq
˘
we have the following which
contradicts n ą 4m and m ě 5.
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
ď 4λ
„ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 1

.
If there is an edge uvwα2 that can not be colored, then by obtaining a lower bound and an
upper bound for
ř
iPrks
`
degipuq`degipvq`degipwq
˘
we have the following which contradicts
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n ą 6m and m ě 6.
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
ď 3λ
„ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
`
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
´ 1

.
Finally, if there is an edge uvα3 that can not be colored, then by obtaining a lower bound
and an upper bound for
ř
iPrks
`
degipuq` degipvq
˘
we have the following, which according to
Mathematica, contradicts m ě 6, n ě 6.285214m.
λ
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
ď 2λ
„ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
` pn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
`
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
` pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
´ 1

.
We color all the uα4-edges so that multjpuα4q “ r´ degGpjqpuq for u P V, j P rks. Since for
each u P V ,ÿ
jPrks
`
r ´ degjpuq
˘ “ λˆn´ 1
4
˙
´ λ
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ λpn´mq
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ λ
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
´ λpm´ 1q
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
4
˙
,
coloring the uα4-edges is possible.
For j P rks, let aj, bj, cj, dj, ej be the number of uvwxy-edges, uvwxα-edges, uvwα2-edges,
uvα3-edges, and uα4-edges colored j, respectively (for distinct u, v, w, x, y P V ). We color
the α5-edges so that fj :“ multjpα5q “ rn{5 ´ rm ` 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj for j P rks. Since
pn, r, λq is 5-admissible and n ą 5m, fj is a non-negative integer for all j P rks. The following
confirms that all α5-edge can be colored.ÿ
jPrks
prn
5
´ rm` 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` djq “ λ
ˆ
n
5
˙
´ λm
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
` 4λ
ˆ
m
5
˙
` 3λpn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
` 2λ
ˆ
n´m
2
˙ˆ
m
3
˙
` λ
ˆ
n´m
3
˙ˆ
m
2
˙
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
5
˙
.
The edge-coloring of H is completed, so now we show that this coloring satisfies (11) and
(12). For the rest of the proof, we fix j P rks. It is clear that degjpvq “ r for v P V . Since
rm “ řvPV degjpvq “ 5aj ` 4bj ` 3cj ` 2dj ` ej, we have
degipαq “ bj ` 2cj ` 3dj ` 4ej ` 5fj
“ 5paj ` bj ` cj ` dj ` ej ` fjq ´ p5aj ` 4bj ` 3cj ` 2dj ` ejq
“ rn´ rm “ rpn´mq.
To complete the proof, we need to show that ωαpHpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn ´ mq ` 1. Observe
that Hpjq is connected, and
4bj ` 3cj ` 2dj ` ej ě cpGpjqq.
Therefore, bj ` 2cj ` 3dj ` 4ej ě bj ` 3cj{4` dj{2` ej{4 ě cpGpjqq{4. There are fj small α-
wings in Hpjq. Moreover, every component of Gpjq corresponds to at most one large α-wing
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in Hpjq. Therefore,
ωαpHpjqq ď fj ` cpGpjqq.
So, it suffices to show that rn{5´ rm` 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj ` cpGpjqq ď pr ´ 1qpn´mq ` 1
or equivalently,
(16)
4rn
5
´ n`m` 1 ě 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj ` cpGpjqq.
Recall that n ą 6.5m, r ě 2. It is clear that cpGpjqq ď m. Since rm “ 5aj`4bj`3cj`2dj`ej,
we have 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj “ 4rm{5´ pbj ` 2cj ` 3dj ` 4ejq{5.
The following completes the proof.
4rn
5
´ n`m` 1 ě p4r
5
´ 1qp6mq `m` 1
“ 24rm
5
´ 5m` 1
ą 4rm
5
` 19m
20
ě 4rm
5
` 19
20
cpGpjqq
ě 4rm
5
´ 1
5
pbj ` 2cj ` 3dj ` 4ejq ` cpGpjqq
“ 4aj ` 3bj ` 2cj ` dj ` cpGpjqq.

Observe that the necessary condition (N3) did not appear in the statement of Theorem
7.10, for n ą 5m and (16) is satisfied.
Let V Ă V pλKhnq with |V | “ m ă n. Then H :“ λKhn ´ V –
Ťh´1
i“0 λ
`
m
i
˘
Kh´in´m. A partial
r-factorization of H is a coloring of the edges of H with at most λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
colors so that for
each color i, degHpiqpvq ď r for each vertex of H. In the next result, we settle the problem
of extending a partial r-factorization of H to a connected r-factorization of λKhn . Note that
here we are not only extending the coloring, but also the edges of size less than h to edges
of size h.
Theorem 7.11. For V Ď V pλKhnq with |V | “ m ă n, any partial r-factorization of H :“
λKhn ´ V can be extended to a connected r-factorization of λKhn if and only if
(i) pn, r, λq is h-admissible;
(ii) r ě 2;
(iii) Each color class of H is r-regular;
(iv) No component of any color class of H is h-uniform;
(v) For j “ 1, . . . , λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
,
|EpHpjqq| ď rn
h
;
(vi) For j “ 1, . . . , λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
,
cpHpjqq ď rnp1´ 1
h
q ´
ÿ
iPrh´1s ie
i`1
j ´m` 1,
where etj is the number of edges of size t in Hpjq for t P rhs.
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Proof. Suppose that a given partial r-factorization of H is extended to an r-factorization
of λKhn . Since λK
h
n is r-factorable, pn, r, λq must be h-admissible. Since each r-factor is
connected, r ě 2. By extending an edge e of size i (for i ă h) in H to an edge of size h in
λKhn , the color of e does not change, and so each color class of H is r-regular. If a component
of some color class of H is h-uniform, it will be disconnected from the vertices in V , hence
(iv) is necessary. The number of edges in each color class of λKhn is rn{h, thus the necessity
of (v) is implied.
To prove the necessity of (vi), let us fix a color j, and let G be the hypergraph containing
the cpHpjqq components of Hpjq together with the m vertices from V . We need to extend
the edges of size i (for i ă h) in Hpjq to edge of size h in G, and add edges of size h, so
that the resulting hypergraph λKhnpjq is connected. Adding each edge of size h decreases
the number of components of G by at most h ´ 1. Moreover, extending each edge of size i
(for 1 ď i ă h) in Hpjq to edge of size h in G decreases the number of components of G by
at most h´ i. Therefore,
1 “ cpGq ě cpHpjqq `m´ ph´ 1qmultjpαhq ´
ÿ
iPrh´1sph´ iqe
i
j.
So, to prove (vi), we need to show that
ph´ 1qrn
h
“
ÿ
iPrh´1s ie
i`1
j ` ph´ 1qmultjpαhq `
ÿ
iPrh´1sph´ iqe
i
j
which is true, because
rn
h
“ multjpαhq `
ÿ
iPrhs e
i
j.
To prove the sufficiency, suppose that a partial r-factorization of H is given and (i)–(vi)
hold. Let k “ λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
, and let F “ ČλKhn´m. For 0 ď i ď h, an edge of type αi in F is an
edge in F containing αi but not containing αi`1. There are `m
i
˘`
n´m
h´i
˘
edges of type αi in F .
Due to the one-to-one correspondence between the edges of size i in H and the edges of type
αh´i in F (for each i P rhs), we can color the edges of type αi in F with the same color as
the corresponding edge in H for 0 ď i ď h´ 1. We claim that we color the remaining edges
of F (edges of type αh) so that the two conditions of Corollary 7.4 are satisfied.
For i P rhs, j P rks, let multjpαi, .q be the number of edges of type αi in Fpjq. For j P rks,
multjpαh, .q “ multFpjqpαhq. We color the edges of type αh so that
multjpαh, .q “ rn
h
´ rpn´mq `
ÿ
iPrh´1s imultjpα
h´i´1, .q for j P rks.
Since pn, r, λq is h-admissible, multjpαh, .q is an integer for j P rks. The following shows that
multjpαh, .q ě 0 for j P rks.
rn
h
ě |EpHpjqq| “
ÿ
iPrh´1smultjpα
i, .q
“
ÿ
iPrhs imultjpα
h´i, .q ´
ÿ
iPrh´1s imultjpα
h´i´1, .q
“ rpn´mq ´
ÿ
iPrh´1s imultjpα
h´i´1, .q.
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The following confirms that all the αh-edges will be colored.ÿ
jPrksmultjpα
h, .q “
ˆ
n
h
˙
´ pn´mq
ˆ
n´ 1
h´ 1
˙
`
hÿ
i“2
pi´ 1q
ˆ
m
h´ i
˙ˆ
n´m
i
˙
“
hÿ
i“0
ˆ
m
i
˙ˆ
n´m
h´ i
˙
´
h´1ÿ
i“1
i
ˆ
n´m
i
˙ˆ
m
h´ i
˙
´ pn´mq
ˆ
n´m´ 1
h´ 1
˙
`
hÿ
i“2
pi´ 1q
ˆ
m
h´ i
˙ˆ
n´m
i
˙
“
ˆ
m
h
˙
´ pn´mq
ˆ
n´m´ 1
h´ 1
˙
` h
ˆ
n´m
h
˙
“
ˆ
m
h
˙
.
For j P rks, we have
degFpjqpαq “
ÿ
iPrhs imultjpα
i, .q “ h
ÿ
0ďiďhmultjpα
h´i, .q ´
ÿ
iPrhs imultjpα
h´i, .q
“ rn´ rpn´mq “ rm.
Let us fix j P rks. To complete the proof we need to show that
(17) ωαpFpjqq ď mpr ´ 1q ` 1.
Since no component of any color class ofHpjq is h-uniform, Fpjq is connected, and ωαpFpjqq “
multjpαh.q ` cpHpjqq. Thus, to prove (17), we need to show that
cpHpjqq ď rm´multjpαh.q ´m` 1,
or equivalently,
cpHpjqq ď rnp1´ 1
h
q ´
ÿ
iPrh´1s imultjpα
h´i´1, .q ´m` 1,
which is true by (vi). 
Let V Ă V pλKhnq with |V | “ m ă n, and let H :“ λKhnzV . We are interested in finding
the conditions under which a partial r-factorization of H can be extended to a connected
r-factorization of λKhn . Let us first look at some necessary conditions.
Lemma 7.12. For V Ď V pλKhnq with |V | “ m ă n, if a partial r-factorization of H :“
λKhnzV can be extended to an r-factorization of λKhn , then
(i) pn, r, λq is h-admissible;
(ii) r ě 2;
(iii) degjpvq “ r for each v P V pλKhnqzV and j P rks;
(iv) No component of any color class of H ´ V is h-uniform;
(v) For each j P rks,
|EpHpjqq| ď rn
h
;
(vi) For each j P rks,
cpHpjqq ď rnp1´ 1
h
q ´
ÿ
iPrh´1s ie
i`1
j ´m` 1,
where etj is the number of edges e P EpHpjqq with |eX pV pλKhnqzV q| “ t for t P rhs.
where k :“ λ
r
`
n´1
h´1
˘
.
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The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 7.11 and we shall skip it here.
An edge e in H is of type i, if |e X V | “ i (for 0 ď i ď h ´ 1). Let P be a partial
r-factorization of H. Then a partial r-factorization Q of H is said to be P -friendly if
(1) the color of each edge of type 0 is the same in P and Q, and
(2) the number of edges of type i and color j is the same in P and Q for each i P rh´ 1s
and each color j.
Corollary 7.13. Let V Ď V pλKhnq with |V | “ m ă n, and let P be a partial r-factorization
of H :“ λKhnzV , and assume that conditions (i)–(vi) of Lemma 7.12 are satisfied. Then
there exists a P -friendly partial r-factorization of H that can be extended to a connected
r-factorization of λKhn .
Proof. From the given partial r-factorization P of H, we obtain a partial r-factorization Q
of H ´ V . Using Theorem 7.11, we extend Q to a connected r-factorization of G – λKhn .
The partial r-factorization of GzV is P -friendly. 
8. Embedding Regular Colorings into Connected Regular Colorings
Throughout this section, m,n, h, r, s P N and n ą m ą h. In this section, we investigate
the following problem.
Problem 2. Given an arbitrary r-factorization of G :“ λKhm, find all values of s and n such
that the given r-factorization of G can be extended to a connected s-factorization of λKhn .
We completely solve this problem for h “ 2, 3, and nearly solve it for h “ 4, 5.
Lemma 8.1. If an r-factorization of G :“ λKhm can be embedded into a connected s-
factorization of λKhn , then
(M1) pm, r, λq and pn, s, λq are h-admissible;
(M2) 1 ă s{r ď `n´1
h´1
˘{`m´1
h´1
˘
;
(M3) n ě h
h´1m if s{r ă
`
n´1
h´1
˘{`m´1
h´1
˘
;
(M4) n ě h´r{s
h´1 m if s{r “
`
n´1
h´1
˘{`m´1
h´1
˘
;
Proof. We apply Lemma 7.2 with the simple observation in mind that an r-factorization of
G is a partial s-factorization of G. Since G is r-factorable, pm, r, λq is h-admissible, so (M1)
is immediate from (N1). The number of colors in an r-factorization of G is q :“ λ`m´1
h´1
˘{r,
and the number of colors in an s-factorization of λKhn is k :“ λ
`
n´1
h´1
˘{s, and so we must have
that q ď k, or equivalently, s{r ď `n´1
h´1
˘{`m´1
h´1
˘
. By (N2), no component of any color class of
G is s-regular, so we must have that s ą r. This proves (M2).
Since for j P rqs, |EpGpjqq| “ rm{h, and for j P pq, ks, |EpGpjqq| “ 0, (N3) implies that
rm{h ě sm´ sn´ sn{h, or equivalently, n ě h´r{s
h´1 m. This proves (M4). Moreover, if k ą q,
then sm´ sn` sn{h ď 0, or n ě h
h´1m. This proves (M3). 
Remark 8.2.
(a) Since for j P pq, ks, cpGpjqq “ m, (N3) also implies that sn{h´pn´m`m´1q{ph´1q ě
0. Therefore, npsh´ h´ sq ě ´h which holds because s ě 2, h ě 2.
(b) It seems that condition (M4) can be eliminated. Here, we prove this for h “ 2, 3.
Since n ě m`1, we have pn´m´1qpn´mq ě 0, or equivalently, n ě p2´ m´1
n´1 qm. If
k “ q, this implies that n ě p2´r{sqm. Similarly, 2pn´mqpn´m´1qp2n`m´4q ě
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0, or equivalently, n ě m
2
r3 ´ `m´1
2
˘{`n´1
2
˘s. Again, if k “ q, this implies that
n ě m
2
p3´ r{sq.
(c) By (N3), for j P rqs, sn{h ´ pn ´m ` cpGpjqq ´ 1q{ph ´ 1q ě rm{h, or equivalently,
cpGpjqq ď ph´1qpsn´rmq{h´n`m`1. Although this is a necessary condition, it is
in fact trivial. To see this, it is enough to show that h´1
h
psn´rmq´n`m`1 ě m{h,
or equivalently,
n ě ph´ 1qr ´ h` 1ph´ 1qs´ h m´
h
ph´ 1qs´ h,
which is true because n ą m.
The following result settles Problem 2 for graphs. Although this result is a special case of
Theorem 7.5, it may shed some light to the hypergraph analogue.
Theorem 8.3. An r-factorization of λKm can be extended to a connected s-factorization of
λKn if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) pm, r, λq and pn, s, λq are 2-admissible;
(ii) 1 ă s{r ď pn´ 1q{pm´ 1q;
(iii) n ě 2m if s{r ă pn´ 1q{pm´ 1q;
Proof. The proof is obtained by combining Theorem 7.5 and Lemma 8.1. 
The next result completely settles Problem 2 for h “ 3. For a similar result without the
connectivity condition, we refer the reader to [7].
Theorem 8.4. An r-factorization of λK3m can be embedded into a connected s-factorization
of λK3n if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(i) pm, r, λq and pn, s, λq are 3-admissible;
(ii) 1 ă s{r ď `n´1
2
˘{`m´1
2
˘
;
(iii) If r
`
n´1
2
˘ ą s`m´1
2
˘
, then n ě 3m{2;
(iv) pn´mq`m
2
˘ ě pm´ n
3
q “`n´1
2
˘´ s
r
`
m´1
2
˘‰
;
Proof of Necessity. Suppose that an r-factorization of λK3m can be extended to a connected
s-factorization of λK3n. By Lemma 8.1, conditions (i)–(iii) are necessary. Condition (iv) is
equivalent to pn´mq`m
2
˘ ě pk ´ qqpsm´ sn{3q where q :“ λ
r
`
m´1
2
˘
and k :“ λ
s
`
n´1
2
˘
, and is
trivial if k “ q. So let us assume that k ą q. For j P p0, ks, let bj, cj, and dj be the number
of edges colored j in λK3n with 2,1, and 0 vertices in λK
3
m, respectively. In color class j of
λK3n with j P pq, ks, the degree sum of all the vertices in λK3m is sm and
sm “ 2bj ` cj.
Moreover, in color class j of λK3n with j P pq, ks, the total number of edges is sn{3 and we
have
sn
3
“ bj ` cj ` dj.
Therefore,
sm´ sn
3
“ bj ´ dj ď bj.
We have the following which proves (iv).
pk ´ qqpsm´ sn
3
q ď
ÿ
jPpq,ks bj ď
ÿ
jPp0,ks bj “ pn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
.
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Proof of Sufficiency. Suppose that an r-factorization of G :“ λK3m is given and that (i)–(v)
hold. Let H be a hypergraph with vertex set tu, αu such that multHpuiα3´iq “ λ
`
m
i
˘`
n´m
3´i
˘
for i P r0, 2s. We define ι1, ι2, ρ1, ρ2 as follows.
ι1 :“ sm´ sn
3
´ 2rm
3
, ρ1 :“ sm
2
´ rm
2
,
ι2 :“ sm´ sn
3
, ρ2 :“ sm
2
.
By (i), ι1, ι2 P Z. Since by (iii) for k ą q, n ě 3m{2 and by Remark 8.2 for k “ q,
n ě m
2
p3´ r{sq, we have ι1 ď ρ1. Moreover, (iii) implies that ι2 ď ρ2.
Claim 1. We can color the u2α-edges of H so that
(18)
ι1
ι2
*
ď multHpjqpu2αq ď
"tρ1u for j P p0, qs,
tρ2u for j P pq, ks.
First, we show that
qtρ1u` pk ´ qqtρ2u ě λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
,
or equivalently,
(19) λm
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ě 2q fracpρ1q ` 2pk ´ qq fracpρ2q.
If fracpρ1q “ 0, and either fracpρ2q “ 0 or k “ q, then (19) is trivial. To prove (19), there are
four remaining cases to consider.
(1) If k “ q, fracpρ1q “ 0.5, then mps ´ rq is odd. We claim that n ě m ` 2. If by
contrary n “ m ` 1, then r`m
2
˘ “ s`m´1
2
˘
and so 2s “ mps ´ rq. Since mps ´ rq is
odd, this is a contradiction.
Now we show that either s´r ě 2 or n´m ě 3. If by contrary, s “ r`1, n “ m`2,
then rmpm`1q “ pr`1qpm´1qpm´2q or equivalently, m2´p4r`3qm`2r`2 “ 0.
Therefore, m “ 1
2
p4r ` 3 ` ?16r2 ` 16r ` 1q. Since p4r ` 1q2 ă 16r2 ` 16r ` 1 ă
p4r ` 2q2, 16r2 ` 16r ` 1 is never a perfect square, but m is an integer, and so we
have a contradiction.
Since k “ q, we have
s
r
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
“
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
“
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
`
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
` pm´ 1qpn´mq.
Therefore, ´s
r
´ 1
¯ˆm´ 1
2
˙
“
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
` pm´ 1qpn´mq.
To prove (19), we have
rm
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ě
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
“
ˆ
r
s´ r
˙„ˆ
n´m
2
˙
` pm´ 1qpn´mq

ðñ
rps´ rqm´ 1s
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ě pm´ 1qpn´mq ðñ
rps´ rqm´ 1s pn´m´ 1q ě 2pm´ 1q
which is true because either s´ r ě 2 or n´m ě 3.
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(2) If fracpρ1q “ 0, fracpρ2q “ 0.5, k ą q, then (19) is equivalent to
rpsm´ 1q
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
` ps´ rq
ˆ
m´ 1
2
˙
ě rpn´mqpm´ 1q.
which holds because n´m ě 3 (Note that m is odd and so m ě 5).
(3) If fracpρ1q “ 0.5, fracpρ2q “ 0, k ą q, then (19) is equivalent to
rmpn´mqpn´m´ 1q ě pm´ 1qpm´ 2q
which holds because n´m ě pm` 1q{2 (Note that m is odd and by (iii) m ě 3m{2).
(4) If fracpρ1q “ fracpρ2q “ 0.5, k ą q, then (19) is equivalent to
sm´ 1
2
pn´mqpn´m´ 1q ě pm´ 1qpn´ m
2
´ 1q.
which holds because s ě 2 and pn ´ mqpn ´ m ´ 1q ě n ´ m{2 ´ 1 (Note that
n´m ě pm` 1q{2).
To complete the proof of Claim 1, observe that if ι1 ď 0, ι2 ď 0, then the left hand sides of
(18) are clearly satisfied. It remains to consider two cases.
(1) If ι1 ě 0, ι2 ě 0, we have
λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
ě λm
ˆ
n´ 1
2
˙
´ λ
ˆ
n
3
˙
´ 2λ
ˆ
m
3
˙
“ qι1 ` pk ´ qqι2.
(2) If ι1 ď 0, ι2 ě 0, by the necessary condition
λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
ě pk ´ qqι2.
Claim 2. We can color the remaining edges of H such that
degHpjqpxq “
$’&’%
mps´ rq if x “ u, j P p0, qs,
sm if x “ u, j P pq, ks,
spn´mq if x “ α, j P p0, ks.
(20)
We color the uα2-edges so that
(21) multHpjqpuα2q “
"
2pρ1 ´multHpjqpu2αqq for j P p0, qs,
2pρ2 ´multHpjqpu2αqq for j P pq, ks.
By (18) and the following, coloring of uα2-edges is possible.
2ρ1q ` 2ρ2pk ´ qq ´ 2λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
“ λm
ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
Then we color the α3-edges so that
(22) multHpjqpα3q “
#
multHpjqpu2αq ´ ι1 for j P p0, qs,
multHpjqpu2αq ´ ι2 for j P pq, ks.
By (18) and the following, coloring of α3-edges is possible.
λpn´mq
ˆ
m
2
˙
´ ι1q ´ ι2pk ´ qq “ λ
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
.
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Combining the following with (21) and (22) shows that H satisfies (20), thus completing the
proof of Claim 2.
degHpjqpxq “
#
2multHpjqpu2αq `multHpjqpuα2q if x “ u,
2multHpjqpuα2q `multHpjqpu2αq ` 3multHpjqpα3q if x “ α.
Since each edge of H contains α, cpHpjqq “ 1 for each j P p0, ks. By Theorem 1.1, there
exists a pu,mq-detachment F of H obtained by splitting off u in H into u1, . . . , um in F such
that the following conditions hold.
(1) By (F1), for each i P rms,
degFpjqpuiq «
degHpjqpuq
m
“
"
s´ r for j P p0, qs,
s for j P pq, ks.
(2) By (F3), for each U Ď tu1, . . . , umu with 0 ď |U | ď 2
multFpU, α3´|U |q « multHpu
|U |, α3´|U |q`
m
|U |
˘ “ λ`m|U |˘`n´m3´|U |˘`m
|U |
˘ “ λˆ n´m
3´ |U |
˙
.
Since all edges of F contain α, cpFpjqq “ 1 for j P p0, ks.
Without loss of generality we may assume that V pλKhmq “ tu1, . . . , umu, and we think of
the given r-factorization of λK3m as a q-edge-coloring of λK
3
m so that each color class induces
an r-factor. Let G be a hypergraph whose vertex set is V pFq “ tα, u1, . . . , umu, whose edges
are EpλK3mq YEpFq, and its edges are colored according to the colors of edges of λK3m and
F . Clearly, G – ĆλK3m, and G contains an r-factorization of λK3m.
Claim 3. The edge-coloring of G satisfies
(23) degGpjqpvq “
"
s if v ‰ α,
spn´mq if v “ α, @j P rks,
and
(24) ωαpGpjqq ď ps´ 1qpn´mq ` 1 @j P rks,
If we prove this claim, then by Corollary 7.4 the proof of Theorem 8.4 will be complete.
It is straightforward to check that (23) holds. Recall that ωLαpGpjqq is the number of large
α-wings in Gpjq. We have
ωαpGpjqq “ ωLαpGpjqq `multGpjqpα3q
“ ωLαpGpjqq `multHpjqpu2αq ´
"
ι1 for j P p0, qs,
ι2 for j P pq, ks.
Therefore, (24) is equivalent to
multHpjqpu2αq ` ωLαpGpjqq ď 2sn3 ´ n`m` 1´
$&%
2rm
3
for j P p0, qs,
0 for j P pq, ks.
(25)
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By (18) it suffices to show that
ωLαpGpjqq ď 2sn3 ´ n`m` 1´
$&%
2rm
3
` ρ1 for j P p0, qs,
ρ2 for j P pq, ks.
“
$’&’%
np2s
3
´ 1q `mp1´ s
2
´ r
6
q ` 1 for j P p0, qs,
np2s
3
´ 1q `mp1´ s
2
q ` 1 for j P pq, ks.
For j P p0, qs, we have cpλK3mpjqq ď m{3, and for j P pq, ks, we have cpλK3mpjqq “ m. Since
ωLαpGpjqq ď cpλK3mpjqq, we have
(26) ωLαpGpjqq ď
"
m{3 for j P p0, qs,
m for j P pq, ks.
Therefore, to prove (24) it suffices to show that
m
3
ď np2s
3
´ 1q `mp1´ s
2
´ r
6
q ` 1 for j P p0, qs,
and
m ď np2s
3
´ 1q `mp1´ s
2
q ` 1 for j P pq, ks.
Equivalently, it suffices to show that
np2s
3
´ 1q ě
$’&’%
mps
2
` r
6
´ 2
3
q ´ 1 for j P p0, qs,
sm
2
´ 1 for j P pq, ks.
This can be simplified to
n ě ´ 3
2s´ 3 `
$’’&’’%
´3s` r ´ 4
2p2s´ 3q
¯
m for j P p0, qs,´ 3s
2p2s´ 3q
¯
m for j P pq, ks.
(27)
Since r ě 1 and s ě r ` 1, 3s`r´4
2p2s´3q ď 3{2. Moreover, if s ě 3, 3s2p2s´3q ď 3{2.
Recall that for k ą q, we have that n ě 3m{2. Thus, to complete the proof of (24) for
k ą q, it remains to consider the case j P pq, ks, r “ 1, s “ 2. Let us fix j P pq, ks. We need
to show that
(28) ωLαpGpjqq `multHpjqpu2αq ď n3 `m` 1.
Define a graph G “ pV pGqztαu, Eq where uv is an edge in G if uvα is an edge in Gpjq. We
have
|V pGq| “ m, ∆pGq ď 2, |E| “ multHpjqpu2αq, cpGq “ ωLαpGpjqq.
Thus, (28) is equivalent to
(29) cpGq ` |E| ď n
3
` |V pGq| ` 1.
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Using the fair detachment we can guarantee that G is simple: by Theorem 1.1 (F4), for
u, v P V pGqztαu,
multGpjqpuvαq “ multFpjqpuvαq « multHpjqpu
2αq`
m
2
˘ ď m`m
2
˘ ď 1.
Since ∆pGq ď 2, each component of G is a path (possibly of length zero) or a cycle.
Therefore, cpGq “ p`q, where p and q are the number of paths and cycles in G, respectively.
Since G is simple, q ď |E|{3 “ multHpjqpu2αq{3 ď m{3 ă n{3` 1. Since a cycle has the same
number of vertices and edges, |V pGq| ´ |E| “ p. We have
cpGq ´ |V pGq| ` |E| “ q ď n
3
` 1,
This proves (29), and the proof of (24) for k ą q is complete.
Now, we consider the case when k “ q. If n “ m` 1, then (24) simplifies to ωαpHpjqq ď s
which is trivial because degHpiqpαq “ s and degHpiqpαq ě ωαpHpjqq. Earlier, we showed that
if k “ q and n ě m ` 2, then either s ´ r ě 2 or n ´m ě 3. Since 3s`r´4
2p2s´3q ď 3{2, and for
s ě r ` 2, we have 3s`r´4
2p2s´3q ď 1, (27) holds when either n ě 3m{2 or s ě r ` 2.
Therefore, to prove (24), it remains to solve the case when k “ q, s “ r ` 1,m` 3 ď n ă
3m{2. By (27), it suffices to show that
(30) n ě
´ 4r ´ 1
2p2r ´ 1q
¯
m´ 3
2r ´ 1 ,
or, equivalently,
(31) r ě m` 2a´ 6
4a
,
where a :“ n´m.
First, we show that r ě 2. If by contrary r “ 1, we have 3|m, 3|n, `n´1
2
˘ “ 2`m´1
2
˘
.
Therefore, pn´1qpn´2q “ 2pm´1qpm´2q, and so 2 ” 4 pmod 3q, which is a contradiction.
Since k “ q and s “ r ` 1, we have r`m`a´1
2
˘ “ pr ` 1q`m´1
2
˘
, and so
(32) r “ m
2 ´ 3m` 2
pn´mqpn`m´ 3q .
Combining r ě 2 and (32) we have
m ě 1
2
p?24a2 ` 1` 4a` 3q ą p2`?6qa.
If we show that (31) holds, then we are done. Suppose by contrary that r ă m`2a´6
4a
.
Combining this with (32) we have
m ă 1
4
p?41a2 ´ 126a` 89` 5a´ 3q ă 1
4
p5`?41qa.
Thus, p2`?6qa ă 1
4
p5`?41qa which is a contradiction.
This completes the proof of (24) for k “ q. 
Remark 8.5. Let λ “ 1,m “ 5, n “ 9, r “ 6, s “ 7. Then conditions (i)–(iii) of Theorem
8.3 are satisfied, but condition (iv) does not hold. This shows that we can not eliminate the
necessary condition (iv) from Theorem 8.3.
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Theorem 8.6. For n ě 4m, any r-factorization of λK4m can be extended to a connected
s-factorization of λK4n if and only if
(i) pm, r, λq and pn, s, λq are 4-admissible;
(ii) 1 ă s{r ď `n´1
3
˘{`m´1
3
˘
.
Proof. The necessity of (i) and (ii) is obvious by Lemma 8.1. To prove the sufficiency,
suppose that an r-factorization of G :“ λK4m is given, and that (i) and (ii) hold. Let H be
a hypergraph with vertex set tu, αu such that multHpuiα4´iq “ λ
`
m
i
˘`
n´m
4´i
˘
for i P r0, 3s. Let
q “ λ`m´1
3
˘{r, k “ λ`n´1
3
˘{s. By (i), both q and k are positive integers, and by (ii), k ě q.
Claim 1. We can color the u3α-edges and u2α2-edges (in that particular order) such that
(33) multHpjqpu3αq ď
"
ρ1 for j P p0, qs,
ρ2 for j P pq, ks,
and
(34) multHpjqpu2α2q ď
"
ρ1j for j P p0, qs,
ρ2j for j P pq, ks,
where $’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’%
ρ1 :“ sm
3
´ rm
3
ρ2 :“ sm
3
ρ1j :“ sm
2
´ 3
2
multHpjqpu3αq ´ rm
2
, j P p0, qs
ρ2j :“ sm
2
´ 3
2
multHpjqpu3αq, j P pq, ks.
Observe that ρ1j “ 32pρ1 ´ multHpjqpu3αqq for j P p0, qs, and ρ2j “ 32pρ2 ´ multHpjqpu3αqq for
j P pq, ks. To prove that such a coloring is possible, we need to show that
(35) λpn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
ď qtρ1u` pk ´ qqtρ2u,
and
(36) λ
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ď
ÿ
jPp0,qstρ1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ2ju.
We have
3
λ
pqtρ1u` pk ´ qqtρ2uq ě q
λ
`
mps´ rq ´ 2q ` k ´ q
λ
psm´ 2q
ě m
„ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 2
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
.
Therefore, to prove (35), it suffices to show that
pm´ 2q
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
ě 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
.
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Since m ě 5, n ě 4m, we have
6
m´ 2
„
pm´ 2q
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
“ n3 ´ 6n2 ´ 3m2n` 3mn` 11n` 2m3 `m2 ´ 3m´ 6
“ n
´
npn´ 6q ´ 3m2 ` 3m` 11
¯
`mpm´ 3q ` p2m3 ´ 6q
ě np13m2 ´ 21m` 11q ą 0.
We have
2
λ
`ÿ
jPp0,qstρ1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ2ju
˘
“ q
λ
`
mps´ rq ´ 1q ` k ´ q
λ
pms´ 1q ´ 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
ě pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
.
So to prove (36), it is enough to show that
pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
ě 2
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
We have
6
m´ 1
„
pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
3
˙
´ 3pn´mq
ˆ
m
3
˙
´ 2
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
“ n3 ´ 3mn2 ´ 6n2 ` 3m2n´m3 ´ 4m2 ` 9mn´ 6m` 11n´ 6
ą n2pn´ 3m´ 6q `mp3mn´m2 ` 9n´ 4m´ 6q
ě n2pm´ 6q `mp11m2 ` 32m´ 6q ą 0.
This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. We can color the remaining edges of H such that
degHpjqpxq “
$’&’%
mps´ rq if x “ u, j P p0, qs,
sm if x “ u, j P pq, ks,
spn´mq if x “ α, j P p0, ks.
(37)
We color the uα3-edges such that
(38) multHpjqpuα3q “
"
2ρ1j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α2q for j P p0, qs,
2ρ2j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α2q for j P pq, ks.
The following shows that this is possible.ÿ
jPp0,qs
´
2ρ1j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α2q
¯
`
ÿ
jPpq,ks
´
2ρ2j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α2q
¯
“ λm
ˆ
n´m
3
˙
.
We color the α4-edges such that
(39)
multHpjqpα4q “
"
2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn{4´ sm` 3rm{4 for j P p0, qs,
2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn{4´ sm for j P pq, ks.
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The following confirms that this is possible.ÿ
jPp0,qs
´
2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn{4´ sm` 3rm{4
¯
`
ÿ
jPpq,ks
´
2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn{4´ sm
¯
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
4
˙
.
Combining the following with (38) and (39) shows that H satisfies (37), thus completing
the proof of Claim 2.#
degHpjqpuq “ 3multHpjqpu3αq ` 2multHpjqpu2α2q `multHpjqpuα3q,
degHpjqpαq “ multHpjqpu3αq ` 2multHpjqpu2α2q ` 3multHpjqpuα3q ` 4multHpjqpα4q.
All edges of H contain α, and so cpHpjqq “ 1 for all j P p0, ks. By Theorem 1.1, there
exists a pu,mq-detachment F of H obtained by splitting off u in H into u1, . . . , um in F such
that the following conditions hold.
(1) By (F1), for each i P rms,
degFpjqpuiq «
degHpjqpuq
m
“
"
s´ r for j P p0, qs,
s for j P pq, ks.
(2) By (F3), for each U Ď tu1, . . . , umu with 0 ď |U | ď 3
multFpU, α4´|U |q « multHpu
|U |, α4´|U |q`
m
|U |
˘ “ λ`m|U |˘`n´m4´|U |˘`m
|U |
˘ “ λˆ n´m
4´ |U |
˙
.
Since all edges of F contain α, cpFpjqq “ 1 for j P p0, ks.
Let V pλKhmq “ tu1, . . . , umu, and think of the given r-factorization of λK4m as a q-edge-
coloring of λK4m so that each color class induces an r-factor. Let G be a hypergraph whose
vertex set is V pFq “ tα, u1, . . . , umu, whose edges are EpλK4mq Y EpFq, and its edges are
colored according to the colors of edges of λK4m and F . Clearly, G – ĆλK4m, and G contains
an r-factorization of λK4m.
Claim 3. The edge-coloring of G satisfies
(40) degGpjqpvq “
"
s if v ‰ α,
spn´mq if v “ α, @j P rks,
and
(41) ωαpGpjqq ď ps´ 1qpn´mq ` 1 @j P rks,
Once we prove this claim, applying Corollary 7.4 will complete the proof of Theorem 8.6.
The proof of (40) is straightforward.
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By (39), (33), and (34), for j P p0, qs,
ωαpGpjqq “ multGpjqpα4q ` ωLαpGpjqq
ď multGpjqpα4q ` cpλK4mpjqq
ď multGpjqpα4q ` m
4
“ 2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn
4
´ sm` 3rm
4
` m
4
ď 2multHpjqpu3αq ` ρ1j ` sn
4
´ sm` 3rm
4
` m
4
“ 1
2
multHpjqpu3αq ` sn
4
´ sm
2
` rm
4
` m
4
ď ρ1
2
` sn
4
´ sm
2
` rm
4
` m
4
“ sn
4
´ sm
3
´ rm
12
` m
4
,
and for j P pq, ks,
ωαpGpjqq “ multGpjqpα4q ` ωLαpGpjqq
ď multGpjqpα4q ` cpλK4mpjqq
ď multGpjqpα4q `m
“ 2multHpjqpu3αq `multHpjqpu2α2q ` sn
4
´ sm`m
ď 2multHpjqpu3αq ` ρ2j ` sn
4
´ sm`m
“ 1
2
multHpjqpu3αq ` sn
4
´ sm
2
`m
ď ρ2
2
` sn
4
´ sm
2
`m
“ sn
4
´ sm
3
`m.
Since sn{4´ sm{3´ rm{12`m{4 ď sn{4´ sm{3`m, to prove (41), it is enough to show
that sn{4´ sm{3`m ď ps´ 1qpn´mq, or equivalently, that 3np3s´ 4q ´ 8sm ě 0. Since
n ě 4m, s ě 2, we have 3np3s´ 4q ´ 8sm ě 4mp7s´ 12q ą 0. 
Theorem 8.7. For n ě 5m, any r-factorization of λK5m can be extended to a connected
s-factorization of λK5n if and only if
(i) pm, r, λq and pn, s, λq are 5-admissible;
(ii) 1 ă s{r ď `n´1
4
˘{`m´1
4
˘
.
Proof. The necessity of (i) and (ii) is obvious by Lemma 8.1. To prove the sufficiency,
suppose that an r-factorization of G :“ λK5m is given, and that (i) and (ii) hold. Let H be
a hypergraph with vertex set tu, αu such that multHpuiα5´iq “ λ
`
m
i
˘`
n´m
5´i
˘
for i P r0, 4s. Let
q “ λ`m´1
4
˘{r, k “ λ`n´1
4
˘{s. By (i), both q and k are positive integers, and by (ii), k ě q.
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Claim 1. We can color the the u4α-edges, u3α2-edges, and u2α3-edges (in that particular
order) such that
(42) multHpjqpu4αq ď
"
ρ1 for j P p0, qs,
ρ2 for j P pq, ks,
(43) multHpjqpu3α2q ď
"
ρ1j for j P p0, qs,
ρ2j for j P pq, ks,
and
(44) multHpjqpu2α3q ď
"
ρ11j for j P p0, qs,
ρ12j for j P pq, ks,
where $’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’&’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’%
ρ1 :“ sm
4
´ rm
4
ρ2 :“ sm
4
ρ1j :“ sm
3
´ 4
3
multHpjqpu4αq ´ rm
3
, j P p0, qs
ρ2j :“ sm
3
´ 4
3
multHpjqpu4αq, j P pq, ks
ρ11j :“ sm2 ´ 2multHpjqpu
4αq ´ 3
2
multHpjqpu3α2q ´ rm
2
, j P p0, qs
ρ12j :“ sm2 ´ 2multHpjqpu
4αq ´ 3
2
multHpjqpu3α2q, j P pq, ks
Observe that ρ1j “ 43pρ1 ´ multHpjqpu4αqq, ρ11j “ 32pρ1j ´ multHpjqpu3α2qq for j P p0, qs, and
ρ2j “ 43pρ2 ´multHpjqpu4αqq, ρ12j “ 32pρ2j ´multHpjqpu3α2qq for j P pq, ks. To prove that such
a coloring is possible, we need to show that
(45) λpn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
ď qtρ1u` pk ´ qqtρ2u,
(46) λ
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ď
ÿ
jPp0,qstρ1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ2ju,
and
(47) λ
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
3
˙
ď
ÿ
jPp0,qstρ
1
1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ
1
2ju.
We have
4
λ
pqtρ1u` pk ´ qqtρ2uq ě q
λ
`
mps´ rq ´ 3q ` k ´ q
λ
psm´ 3q
ě m
„ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
n´ 1
3
˙
.
Therefore, to prove (45), it suffices to show that
pm´ 3q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
ě 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
.
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Since m ě 6, n ě 5m, we have
24
m´ 3
„
pm´ 3q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
“ n4 ´ 10n3 ` 35n2 ´ 4m3n` 12m2n´ 8mn´ 50n` 3m4 ´ 5m3 ´ 6m2 ` 8m` 24
“ n
´
n2pn´ 10q ` 35n´ 4m3 ` 12m2 ´ 8m´ 50
¯
`mp3m3 ´ 5m2 ´ 6m` 8q ` 24
ą 25m2p5m´ 10q ` 35p5mq ´ 4m3 ` 12m2 ´ 8m´ 50
“ m2p121m´ 238q ` 167m´ 50 ą 0.
We have
3
λ
`ÿ
jPp0,qstρ1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ2ju
˘
ě q
λ
`
mps´ rq ´ 2q ` k ´ q
λ
pms´ 2q ´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
ě pm´ 2q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
.
So to prove (46), it is enough to show that
pm´ 2q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
ě 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
We have
24
m´ 2
„
pm´ 2q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
“ n4 ´ 10n3 ´ 6m2n2 ` 35n2 ´ 50n` 6mn2 ` 8m3n
´ 18mn` 10m2n´ 3m4 ´ 8m3 ´m2 ` 12m` 24
ą n2
´
npn´ 10q ´ 6m2
¯
` np35n´ 50` 6mn` 8m3 ´ 18m` 10m2q ´ 3m4 ´ 8m3 ´m2
ą p19m2 ´ 50mq ` 5mp8m3 ` 40m2 ` 157m´ 50q ´ 3m4 ´ 8m3 ´m2 ą 0.
We have
2
λ
`ÿ
jPp0,qstρ
1
1ju`
ÿ
jPpq,kstρ
1
2ju
˘
ě q
λ
`
mps´ rq ´ 1q ` k ´ q
λ
pms´ 1q ´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ě pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
.
So to prove (47), it is enough to show that
pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
ě 2
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
3
˙
.
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For m ě 10, we have
24
m´ 1
„
pm´ 1q
ˆ
n´ 1
4
˙
´m
ˆ
m´ 1
4
˙
´ 4pn´mq
ˆ
m
4
˙
´ 3
ˆ
m
3
˙ˆ
n´m
2
˙
´ 2
ˆ
m
2
˙ˆ
n´m
3
˙
n3pn´ 4m´ 10q ` n`np6m2 ` 24m` 35q ´ 4m3 ´ 22m2 ´ 44m´ 50˘
`m4 ` 7m3 ` 18m2 ` 24m` 24
ą n3pm´ 10q ` np26m3 ` 98m2 ` 121m´ 50q ą 0.
Using elementary calculus, the inequality can be verified for m P t6, 7, 8, 9u, and we shall
skip the details here. This completes the proof of Claim 1.
Claim 2. We can color the remaining edges of H such that
degHpjqpxq “
$’&’%
mps´ rq if x “ u, j P p0, qs,
sm if x “ u, j P pq, ks,
spn´mq if x “ α, j P p0, ks.
(48)
We color the uα4-edges such that
(49) multHpjqpuα4q “
"
2ρ11j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α3q for j P p0, qs,
2ρ12j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α3q for j P pq, ks.
The following shows that this is possible.ÿ
jPp0,qs
´
2ρ11j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α3q
¯
`
ÿ
jPpq,ks
´
2ρ12j ´ 2multHpjqpu2α3q
¯
“ λm
ˆ
n´m
4
˙
.
We color the α5-edges such that for j P rks
(50) multHpjqpα5q “ 3multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q `multHpjqpu2α3q ` sn
5
´ sm` γj,
where γj “ 4rm{5 if j P p0, qs, γj “ 0 if j P pq, ks. The following confirms that this is
possible.ÿ
jPp0,qs
´
3multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q `multHpjqpu2α3q ` sn
5
´ sm` 4rm
5
¯
`
ÿ
jPpq,ks
´
3multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q `multHpjqpu2α3q ` sn
5
´ sm
¯
“ λ
ˆ
n´m
5
˙
.
Combining the following with (49) and (50) shows that H satisfies (48), thus completing
the proof of Claim 2.
degHpjqpuq “ 4multHpjqpu4αq ` 3multHpjqpu3α2q ` 2multHpjqpu2α3q `multHpjqpuα4q,
degHpjqpαq “ multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q ` 3multHpjqpu2α3q ` 4multHpjqpuα4q
` 5multHpjqpα5q.
All edges of H contains α, and so cpHpjqq “ 1 for all j P p0, ks. By Theorem 1.1, there exists
a pu,mq-detachment F of H obtained by splitting off u in H into u1, . . . , um in F such that
the following conditions hold.
(1) By (F1), for each i P rms,
degFpjqpuiq «
degHpjqpuq
m
“
"
s´ r for j P p0, qs,
s for j P pq, ks.
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(2) By (F3), for each U Ď tu1, . . . , umu with 0 ď |U | ď 4
multFpU, α5´|U |q « multHpu
|U |, α5´|U |q`
m
|U |
˘ “ λ`m|U |˘`n´m5´|U |˘`m
|U |
˘ “ λˆ n´m
5´ |U |
˙
.
Since all edges of F contain α, cpFpjqq “ 1 for j P p0, ks.
Let V pλKhmq “ tu1, . . . , umu, and think of the given r-factorization of λK5m as a q-edge-
coloring of λK5m so that each color class induces an r-factor. Let G be a hypergraph whose
vertex set is V pFq “ tα, u1, . . . , umu, whose edges are EpλK5mq Y EpFq, and its edges are
colored according to the colors of edges of λK5m and F . Clearly, G – ĆλK5m, and G contains
an r-factorization of λK5m.
Claim 3. The edge-coloring of G satisfies
(51) degGpjqpvq “
"
s if v ‰ α,
spn´mq if v “ α, @j P rks,
and
(52) ωαpGpjqq ď ps´ 1qpn´mq ` 1 @j P rks,
Once we prove this claim, applying Corollary 7.4 will complete the proof of Theorem 8.7.
The proof of (51) is straightforward.
By (50), (42)–(44), for j P p0, qs,
ωαpGpjqq “ multGpjqpα5q ` ωLαpGpjqq
ď multGpjqpα5q ` cpλK5mpjqq
ď multGpjqpα5q ` m
5
“ 3multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q `multHpjqpu2α3q ` sn
5
´ sm` 4rm
5
` m
5
ď multHpjqpu4αq ` 1
2
multHpjqpu3α2q ` sn
5
´ sm
2
´ 3rm
10
` m
5
ď 1
3
multHpjqpu4αq ` sn
5
´ sm
3
´ 7rm
15
` m
5
ď sn
5
´ sm
4
´ 11rm
20
` m
5
,
and for j P pq, ks,
ωαpGpjqq “ multGpjqpα5q ` ωLαpGpjqq
ď multGpjqpα4q ` cpλK5mpjqq
ď multGpjqpα5q `m
“ 3multHpjqpu4αq ` 2multHpjqpu3α2q `multHpjqpu2α3q ` sn
5
´ sm`m
ď multHpjqpu4αq ` 1
2
multHpjqpu3α2q ` sn
5
´ sm
2
`m
ď 1
3
multHpjqpu4αq ` sn
5
´ sm
3
`m
ď sn
5
´ sm
4
`m.
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Since sn{5´ sm{4´ 11rm{20`m{5 ď sn{5´ sm{4`m, to prove (52), it is enough to show
that sn{5´ sm{4`m ď ps´ 1qpn´mq, or equivalently, that 4np4s´ 5q ´ 15sm ě 0. Since
n ě 5m, s ě 2, we have 4np4s´ 5q ´ 15sm ě 5mp13s´ 20q ą 0. 
9. Connected Factorizations of (Non-uniform) Complete Hypergraphs
For positive integer column vectors Λ :“ rλ1 . . . λmsT and H :“ rh1 . . . hmsT with 1 ď h1 ă
h2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă hm ď n, let ΛKHn denote an n-vertex hypergraph such that there are λi edges of
size hi incident with every hi vertices for i P rms. In other words,
ΛKHn “
ď
iPrms λiK
hi
n .
For a hypergraph G and a positive integer column vector R :“ rr1 . . . rksT , an R-factorization
of G is a partition (decomposition) tF1, . . . , Fku of EpGq in which Fi is an ri-factor for i P rks.
Theorem 9.1. ΛKHn is R-factorable if and only if
(53)
ÿ
iPrms λi
ˆ
n´ 1
hi ´ 1
˙
“
ÿ
iPrks ri,
and there exists a non-negative integer matrix A “ raijskˆm such that
AH “ nR,
ÿ
iPrks aij “ λj
ˆ
n
hj
˙
for j P rms.(54)
Moreover, for each i P rks, an ri-factor is connected if and only if
(55)
ÿ
jPrms aij ď npri ´ 1q ` 1.
Proof. To prove the necessity, suppose that ΛKHn is R-factorable where Fis are the corre-
sponding ri-factors for i P rks. Since Fi is ri-regular and ΛKHn is
ř
iPrms λi
`
n´1
hi´1
˘
-regular,
(53) must hold. For i P rks, j P rms, let aij be the number of edges of size hj (counting
multiplicities) in Fi. Since tF1, . . . , Fku is a partition of the edges of ΛKHn , we haveÿ
iPrks aij “ λj
ˆ
n
hj
˙
for j P rms.
Double counting the degree sum in Fi, we obtainÿ
jPrms aijhj “ nri for i P rks.
Let us fix an i P rks. If Fi is connected, then by Lemma 7.1 we have
1 ě n´
ÿ
ePFi
p|e| ´ 1q “ n´
ÿ
jPrms aijphj ´ 1q “ n´ rin`
ÿ
jPrms aij.
Therefore, (55) holds.
To prove the sufficiency, let H be a hypergraph with a single vertex α such that
multHpαhjq “ λj
ˆ
n
hj
˙
for j P rms.
Since for j P rms, řiPrks aij “ λj` nhj˘, we can color the edges of H so that
multHpiqpαhjq “ aij for i P rks, j P rms.
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Let us fix an i P rks. We have
degHpiqpαq “
ÿ
jPrms aijhj “ nri,
and
ωαpHpiqq “
ÿ
jPrms aij.
Therefore, if (55) holds,
degHpiqpαq ´ ωαpHpiqq “ nri ´
ÿ
jPrms aij ě n´ 1.
By Theorem 1.1, there exists an pα, nq-detachment F of H such that the following conditions
hold.
(a) For each i P rns and each j P rks,
degFpjqpαiq «
degHpjqpαq
n
“ nrj
n
“ rj;
(b) For each U Ď tα1, . . . , αnu with |U | “ hj, j P rms,
multFpUq « multHpα
|U |q`
n
|U |
˘ “ λj` nhj˘` n
hj
˘ “ λj;
(c) For each i P rks, if (55) holds, then cpFpiqq “ 1.
By (b), F – ΛKHn , by (a) Fpiq is an ri-factor, and by (c), if (55) holds for some i, then Fpiq
is connected. 
If we forbid edges of size 1, then condition (55) will become simpler.
Corollary 9.2. ΛKHn is R-factorable if and only if (53) and (54) are satisfied. Moreover, if
minH ě 2, then for each i P rks, an ri-factor is connected if and only if one of the following
hold.
(i) ri “ 1, hm “ n, aim “ 1, aij “ 0 for j P rm´ 1s,
(ii) ri ě 2.
Proof. Since minH ě 2, we have 2 ď h1 ă h2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă hm ď n. Fix i P rks.
Let us assume that (55) holds. If ri ě 2, there is nothing to prove. If ri “ 1, then by (55),ř
jPrms aij ď 1. Thus, there exists an ` P rms such that ai` “ 1, aij “ 0 for j ‰ `. Moreover,
by (54), h` “ řjPrms aijhj “ n, and so ` “ m.
Now, we show that if (i) or (ii) holds, then (55) is satisfied. If (i) holds, then clearly (55)
holds (It is also easy to see that if hm “ n, aim “ 1, then the corresponding ri-factor is
connected). Let us assume that ri ě 2. By (54),
rin
h1
“ 1
h1
ÿ
jPrms aijhj “ ai1 `
ÿ
jPrms
hj
h1
aij ą
ÿ
jPrms aij.
Therefore, it suffices to show that rin{h ď npri ´ 1q ` 1, or equivalently, ri ě h1pn´1qnph1´1q . Since
ri ě 2, it is enough to show that 2nph1 ´ 1q ě h1pn´ 1q, which is true because h1 ě 2. 
For two column vectors Q “ rq1 . . . qksT , R “ rr1 . . . rksT , we say that Q ď R if qi ď ri for
i P rks. A pq, rq-factor in a hypergraph G is a spanning sub-hypergraph in which
q ď degpvq ď r for each v P V pGq.
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A pQ,Rq-factorization of G is a partition tF1, . . . , Fku of EpGq in which Fi is a pqi, riq-factor
for i P rks.
The proof of the following result is very similar to that of Theorem 9.1, and we shall skip
it here.
Theorem 9.3. ΛKHn is pQ,Rq-factorable if and only if
(56)
ÿ
iPrks qi ď
ÿ
iPrms λi
ˆ
n´ 1
hi ´ 1
˙
ď
ÿ
iPrks ri,
and there exists a non-negative integer matrix A “ raijskˆm such that
nQ ď AH ď nR,
ÿ
iPrks aij “ λj
ˆ
n
hj
˙
for j P rms.(57)
Moreover, for each i P rks, an ri-factor is connected if and only if
(58)
ÿ
jPrms aijphj ´ 1q ě n´ 1.
An almost k-factor of a hypergraph is pk ´ 1, kq-factor. Theorem 9.3 can be used to
construct connected almost factorizations of ΛKHn .
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